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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this study was to examine the conflict within the pest management 
dialogue through the systemic and postmodern view of a family therapist The research 
design and method of analysis was qualitative, more specifically, naturalistic. The 
stakeholders of pest management were identified through a pilot study and two 
heterogeneous focus groups were conducted for three sessions. The dialogue was cross-
fertilized between groups in addition to reactions from a Reflecting Team of one of the 
groups. Responses and ideas were also generated and included from a focus group 
comprised of four corporate executives of a chemical manufacturing corporation. Three 
themes emerged from the analysis. Evst, the debate can be broken into three people 
groups; System, Sustenance and Science. Second, although the term "system" was 
widely used, there were severe problems with levels of analysis and logical types within 
the dialogue. Third, education was the fisquent solution offered by all groups as a 
solution to the conflicted dialogue. The use of family therapy as an epistemological 
framework of inquiry for innovators and policy-makers was discussed. 
I f 
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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION 
As a professional discipline within the mental health industry, the theoretical 
underpinnings of family therapy provide unique properties toward information acquisition, 
diagnosis and treatment of pathology and conflict on a familial scale. Similarly, the 
naturalistic research methods of anthropology can produce a fascinating glimpse into a 
particular culture under investigation. Family therapy tends to use these methods in an 
informal approach to understanding the "culture" of the family. The purpose of this study 
is to gain a qualitative view of a conflicted social system of a larger scale through the eyes 
of a marital and family therapist The conflicted system under investigation is agricultural 
pest management 
Rationale 
The primary contribution that family therapy has made to the mental health 
community is a new way of viewing pathology (Nichols & Schwartz, 1995; Becvar & 
Becvar, 1993; Gurraan & Kniskem, 1991,1981). With the historical underpinnings of 
General Systems Theory (Bertalanffy, 1967,1968,1975; George, 1959; Griffin, 1984; 
Mayhew & Alessi, 1995; Parsegian, 1972; Robinson, 1980; Toates, 1980; Weiner, 1948, 
1967,1975) family therapy views pathology less as a problem inherent to and resulting 
from within an individual (E. Anderson, 1993; Bateson, 1979; Gurman & Kniskem, 1981, 
1991; Whitchurch & Constantine, 1993). Rather, pathology is seen as resultant and 
maintained from problematic interactions of parts of a system. These parts can be 
biological, psychological, social, cultural, and/or symbolic and they can exist on and 
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between varying scales (Becvar & Becvar, 1993). This perspective provides a non-linear 
way to observe and intervene in tremendously complex situations. 
It is a reasonable transition for family therapists to step out of the clinician's ofRce 
and into various social "pathologies" because a fundamental strength of family therapy is 
diagnosing problems within a systemic milieu. Therapists ate trained in group processes 
and individual analysis; they are sensitive to developmental events and transitions; and they 
are educated in the formation of beliefs, attitudes and behavior patterns (Martin, 1996). 
Additionally, current family therapy is driven by postmodern social constructionism, a 
belief that social realities are mere social constructions of its participants (Gergen, 1985; 
Anderson & Goolishian, 1988; White, 1991). Together with these capabilities, the marital 
and family therapist can be instrumental in developing interventive strategies since most 
serious social problems tend to be relational-based (Mayhew & Alessi, 1994; Woods, 
1993). 
There exists a debate about pesticide usage and its threat to the sustainability of 
agriculture (Avery, 1995; Easterbrook, 1995). This dissertation takes a step toward 
unraveling the relational dialogue that occurs among stakeholders of the pesticide issue. 
The motive is driven by a belief that if an understanding of the underlying social patterns 
among stakeholders can be gained, then the acquired understanding can be used to inform 
and create sustainable innovations that increasingly satisfy all stakeholders of the pesticide 
debate (Mayhew & Alessi, 1994). However, the acquisition of this relational information 
can be difficult to gain within such conflicted subject matter as pesticides. Consequently, 
naturalistic research methods were utilized in order to gain a descriptive piece on this 
culture through the collection of data (Bernard, 1994; Denzin & Lincoln, 1994; Lincoln & 
Guba, 1985; Merton, 1987; Spradley, 1979). 
Due to the nature of clinical practice, therapists are not requited to organize their 
thoughts within a sophisticated presentation of empirical knowledge; it simply is not 
necessary. However, when therapists seek to apply their developed abilities to a systemic 
context of larger scale and greater complexiQr, they lack the formal skills to elicit, manage 
and analyze high volumes of information. Similar to the required understanding of a 
family system, an application of family therapy to a larger system requires the acquisition 
of culturally-sensitive data. The best and most consistent method of inquiry to family 
therapy is the ethnographic research methodologies of cultural anthropology. 
Research Question 
Simply stated, the curiosi^ of the researcher that drove this study was a desire to 
gain an understanding of the human system that comprises the stakeholders of pest 
management and to observe the relational phenomena that occurs when they interact 
This study uses a naturalistic research methodology which is theory-generating rather than 
theory-testing (Bernard, 1994; Broadhead, 1983; Glaser & Strauss, 1967,1970; Lincoln 
&Guba, 1985; Spradley, 1979; Strauss, 1987,1991; Strauss & Corbin, 1990). 
Consequently, no hypotheses could be stated at the outset of this study. 
CHAPTER IL LITERATURE REVIEW 
Talking is like playing on the harp; there is as much in laying the hands on the 
strings to stop their vibration as in twanging them to bring out their music. 
—Bolmes, Autocrat of Breakfast Table, Ch. I 
Overview Of Family tiierapy 
Family therapy has a short history but a long past As a discipline, family therapy was 
bom in the 19S0s, blossomed in the 1960s, grew up in the 1970s, and was quite reOned 
and accepted by 1985 (Nichols & Schwartz, 1995). But its roots can be traced to many 
disciplines and people. Some of the influences on the development of family dierapy 
include the social work ideas of the early 1900s, psychiatric epistemologies and treatments 
of schizophrenia, anthropological studies of communication, and notions from the physics 
and engineering of antiaircraft weaponry which derived General Systems Theory. To walk 
the broad road of mental health treatment and take the fork in that road toward present 
family therapy, it becomes apparent that mental health treatment began with a life-long 
exploration of one's self and has presently arrived at a relatively brief intervention to the 
family. 
Cultural studies and social work 
Emile Durkheim (1955,1956), an early pioneer of sociology, wondered if the 
deviants of any given society serves a fimction to that society by giving cause for the 
society to unite. Gof&nan (1963) furthered this idea by suggesting that the society 
actually needs the deviants for its survival. Anthropologists Malinowski (1930) and 
Radcliffe-Brown (1952) studied the cultural practices of families to see what function the 
i 
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practices served socieQr. Family therapy applied \hes& functionalist notions by speculating 
that the dysfunction of a family member causes a marginalization of the individual within 
the family. This marginalization keeps the attention off of other pathologies within the 
family; pathologies that could threaten the existence of the family. 
As early as 1917, Mary Richmond (1917) detailed notions of case woik and the 
friendly visitor which was built on a belief that children and families exist in a larger 
context and care and treatment must subsequently consider the larger complexity. Her 
notions were a sophisticated concept for that time. She offered conceptualizations and 
models that diagrammed the context of the family. This "systemic" approach was unable 
to get off the ground due to the insecurities of the discipline of sociaLwc^^t^chols & 
Schwartz, 1995). Social work yielded its systemic approach of treatment to the long 
shadow of the current medical model of psychiatric ueatment The systemic approach of 
treatment would not be revisited in mental health until the emergence of family therapy. 
Roots of psvchiatrv 
Sigmund Freud's psychoanalysis and the client-centered approach of Carl Rogers 
were built on the notion that psychological problems were the result of unhealthy 
relationships and could best be treated by a private relationship with the therapist (Nichols 
& Schwartz, 1995). Freud (1939) held that children are naturally inclined toward pleasure 
and that the family's role is to counteract this drive. When the family goes too far, the 
child is forced to repress (i.e., bury) his natural inclinations which can lead to later-life 
pathology. Freud excluded the family from treatment, not only because they were seen as 
the source of the problem, but because he was more interested in understanding how the 
patient perceived and conceptualized the family than in what the family actually was like. 
Family therapy argues that the inclusion of the actual family offers better leverage for 
greater change of the individual than does the remembered family. Lfi other words, it is 
easier to change a family that surrounds an individual than it is to change the cognitions of 
an individual about their family. 
Carl Rogers (1949) argued that all people are bom with an inherent drive toward self-
actualization which became a foundation to humanistic therapies. Left to their natural 
inclinations, people follow their own best interests toward the actualization of their own 
being. However, the self becomes warped when the individual becomes too concerned 
with pleasing others to the point when the individual behaves in ways that are not in his 
best interests. In treatment, the Rogerian therapist provides unconditional positive regard 
by being a passive support for the individual to discover their troe instincts, feelings and 
urges thereby nurturing the individual into health. In this sense, the therapist becomes a 
sort of benevolent family member by replacing the support and guidance that could be 
provided by the actual family. 
A product of Western, Lockean, scientific tradition (Becvar & Becvar, 1993), 
Nichols and Schwartz (1995) argue that these individual therapy models set up a new 
social instimtion that unfortunately replaces the family. These models tend to promote 
radical individualism, or the promotion of one's self over their responsibility to the group. 
This is further made possible by the supposed "value-fiee" posture of psychotherapy that 
excuses the patient from a moral responsibility back to the group membership of family 
and society (Doherty, 1995). 
\ 
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Systemic uniqueness of family therapy from other mental health epistemolopies 
As has been mentioned, psychiatric patients were isolated from their families as 
integral to the treatment It was frequently observed that within this isolation and 
treatment, when the patient re-entered their family in a healthier way, another family 
member became ill. Oftentimes, after a time of confusion within the family, the patient 
would ultimately resume his or her previous pathology. This was seen by most as a 
confound to treatment and rationale for patient exclusion from the family. Although 
confounding to some, this dynamic was of interest to others (Bateson, 1972; Brown, 
Monck, Carstairs & Wing, 1962; Jackson, 1954,1957; Jackson & Weakland, 1959) which 
ultimately became the seeds of family therapy. 
In response, some began to experiment with family inclusion of treatment Since 
family therapy had not yet been invented, they used notions observed in small group 
dynamics influenced by McDougal's group mind of the 1920s, Lewin's field theory, 
SheriTs role theory and Bion's fight-flight and pairing of the 1940s. These small group 
dynamics were further developed in group therapies and became the seeds of the personal 
growth and group encounter movements of the 1970s (Corey & Corey, 1987; Yalom, 
1983). 
Another influential seed of family therapy was the child guidance movement of the 
early twentieth century. It was believed that it made sense to treat children in their family 
environment since adult pathologies were begun in childhood. This developed into a 
parent-bashing era such as the schizophrenogenic mother (Fromm-Reichmann, 1948) 
where mothers of schizophrenic patients were seen as domineering, aggressive and 
i I 
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rejecting; fathers were seen as passive and inadequate. From Fromm-Reichmann's notions 
were derived the early beliefs of family therapy that schizophrenia was caused by a child's 
existence in a constant double-bind where family members exist in a no-win situation. An 
illustration of a double-bind is offered as a parent holding a stick over a child's head and 
asking him what it is. If the child says that it is a stick, he gets hit If he claims that it is 
not a stick, he gets hit. If the child chooses not to respond at all, he gets hit (Becvar & 
Becvar, 1988). 
Studies on schizophrenia and the double-bind theory were conducted by two groups 
in Palo Alto, California. One group, the Project for the Study of Schizophrenia, included 
Elaley, Jackson, Weakland and Fry under the leadership of Gregory Bateson. They were 
more interested in the study of metacommmication, (Le., implied command or qualifying 
message) occurring in families than they were in the study of schizophrenia. The second 
group, the Mental Research Institute under the direction of Don Jackson, was more 
interested in applying these notions to the treatment of families (Nichols & Schwartz, 
1995). 
Bateson, a participant of the Macy Conferences of the 1940s and 1950s (Heims, 
1977), utilized the notions of General Systems Theory to provide a way of viewing 
families with their inherent patterns of rules and stability. Bateson believed that when a 
family is disrupted, it will seek to re-balance itself by moving toward homeostasis. They 
observed considerable complexity in the metamessages of communication that includes 
verbal as well as nonverbal messages. When there is a disturbance between these 
messages, trouble occurs and so, too, is the potential for pathology. 
s L ! 
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Bateson and the other pioneers of family therapy began to look for further 
explanations of schizophrenia and used the systems notion of circularity whereby one 
person responds, then the other person responds, then the first person responds, etc. This 
gives way to removing pathology from inside a patient, to problematic interactive patterns 
between two persons. 
These were exciting times in the late 1950s and early 1960s at the Palo Alto groups. 
Although they believed similarly in many things, there was disagreement about the primary 
motivating force of families. Haley thought it to be power while Bateson and Weakland 
rejected this notion and believed that the force was the concealment of unacceptable 
feelings (Nichols & Schwartz, 1995). 
The family therapy hall of fame 
The Palo Alto groups are commonly thought of as the primary formulation of family 
therapy but they never collectively provided a formal theory. Rather, people that 
comprised these groups tended to serve more as a think tank in the development of ideas. 
Theodore Lidz (Lidz & Lidz, 1949), a psychiatrist from Yale, noted the rigidiQr of 
family roles and the effect that certain parental models had on child and family functioning. 
He observed that the father's influence was oftentimes more destructive on children than 
that of the mother. He also observed marital schism (i.e., failure to accommodate) and 
marital skew (i.e., domination of one over the other) within marriages. 
Lyman Wynne (Wynn, Ryckoff, Day & Hirsch, 1958) is frequently left out of the 
discussions on family therapy, but his forty years of studying over 600 families has been 
highly influential. He observed the positive and negative emotions (i.e., pseudomutuality 
J 
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and pseudohostility, respectively) inherent within families and the rubber boundaries that 
appear to be yielding but are also impenetrable to and from the outside. 
John Bell (1961) is presented as the father of family therapy by some because of his 
extensive, yet unpublished-and consequently non-influential-work with families in the 
1950s. His treatment of families was based on the methods of group therapy. 
Murray Bowen (1976), another psychiatrist who specialized in schizophrenia, 
abandoned his intrapsychic focus when he observed the undifferentiated ego mass of 
families. He formulated a method of therapy with four components; 1) Defining and 
clarifying relationships between partners; 2) Keeping the self detriangulated; 3) Teaching 
parmers about the fimctioning of emotional systems; and 4) Taking '1-position" stands, 
that is, the therapist differentiates himself from the family (Nichols & Schwartz, 1995). 
This led to an emphasis of the therapist to understand his or her own family of origin while 
in training. 
Nathan Ackerman (1958), a psychoanalyst, observed that although families may look 
unified, they are inherently divided into competing factions. The role of the therapist is to 
focus on and unlock these factional problems, bring them to the fore and cause the family 
to create new solutions. This is done by challenging the family cliches, interrupting the 
family bickering and "tickling the defenses." 
Another psychiatrist, Salvador Minuchin (1974), highlighted the structure of the 
family and their inability to ad^t its structure to the changing circumstances of the family. 
The therapist first Joins, or creates a relationship with the family, followed by utilizing 
methods to re-structure the family. 
\ \ 
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Amid the varying voices and concepts within family therapy, a few notions remain 
inherent to the discipline. Human problems exist within the context of family, i.e., the 
whole is greater than the sum of its parts. Also, family therapy shies away from looking 
for the cause of dysfunction. Rather, &mily therapy focuses its efforts on content, 
process, and the circular relationships between the parts of the system. 
In practice, the therapist first attempts to define the problem (Haley, 1976; 
Watzlawick, Weakland & Fisch, 1974). This is done by assessing the following 
phenomena within the presenting system by gaining enough information to answer the 
following questions: 
• What are the beliefs and values of the system? 
• What are the goals and/or purposes of the system? 
• What is the wholeness and integral relationships of the system? 
• How are the rules and boundaries constructed around the system and between the 
parts of the system? 
• Is this system open or closed to new information? 
• Does the system think the problem to be linear or circular in causality? 
• Does information lead to entropy Q.e., disorder) or negentropy (i.e., order) within 
this system? 
• What is this system's ability to remain stable in the context of change (i.e., mor-
phostasis) or to change in the context of stability (i.e., morphogenesis)? 
• Can feedback be implemented and/or utilized within this system? 
12 
Second, the therapist designs an intervention to the problem. Various strategies can 
be used, but it is highly informed by the various aspects of the system. Consequently, the 
interventive strategies provide a good "fif' to the system, thereby reducing the threat of 
being dismissed or rejected by the system. 
The postmodern revolution of social constructionism 
By the niid-i980s, the landmark discoveries in family therapy slowed to a trickle and 
many leading family therapists began to reject the mechanistic aspects of systems thinking 
that enlightened the field's original development It became a time of reexamination and 
skepticism in which the field currently remains (Nichols & Schwartz, 1995). This 
ultimately gave way to notions of postmodern social constructionism which has dominated 
the discourse. 
The postmodernists began to question the authori^ of scientific, religious and 
political truths. As early as 1947, Truxall and Merrill (1947) noted the near veneration of 
science in the United States. Smelserand Halpem (1978) argued that this American faith 
in science believes that the endless possiblilities of science enables man to master and 
reform the environment 
Postmodernism scoffs the modernist notion that all truth can be known and all human 
behavior can be fully understood. The Westem, Lockean, tradition of science was 
criticized for only looking inside a particular phenomenon for its essence while paying 
little or no attention to the history and context of the phenomenon (Doherty, 1991). 
In response to the growing lack of trust in science as the final authority, social 
constructionism offered alternative explanations of realiQr (Berger & Luckman, 1967; 
I 
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Gergen, 1985, 1991a, 1991b). That is, there are no realitities; there are only points of 
view. Social constructionists examine how these points of view are woven together by the 
participants of the dialogue into a narrative of socially constructed realities. Gergen 
argued that parts of identity are resultant from the dynamics within and between 
relationships. 
Ultimately, &mily therapists welcomed social constructionism as th^ tried to "shift 
the field's focus toward meaning rather than action. It fortified their position with an 
academic theory that suggested the therapist's job was to co-create new realities with 
families, not to direct or advise them" (Nichols & Schwartz, 1995, p. 120). The fi)Uowing 
is a summary of the paradigmatic shift toward postmodernism in fimiily therapy during the 
past 15 years: 
• First was the loss of &ith in truth and objectivity. This spelled the demise of or­
thodox adherence to the various schools of family therapy 
• Second was the movement to deconstruct established knowledge 
• Third was disillusion with experts. Postmodern &mily therapy has become a 
more collaborative endeavor 
• Fourth, postmodern psychology has been interested in the generation of mean­
ing—in the stories that organize people's lives and the language process that pro­
duces those stories 
• Fifth, postmodernists gave up the search for essential, universal patterns and ui-
stead became interested in diversity and pluralism (Mchols & Schwartz, 1995, p. 
120-121) 
I 
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Conclusion 
Family therapy emerged from the reductionistic disciplines of mental health (e.g., 
psychiatry, psychology) seeking to provide a broader explanation and treatment of various 
pathologies. Family therapy took the unique direction of viewing the individual within 
multiple systems, contexts and histories. 
More recently, family therapy has recognized the limitations of using systems theory 
as a primary epistemological framework. Built on the notions of communication occurring 
between autopoietic (i.e., self-producing) systems (Varela, Maturana & Uribe 1974; 
Maturana, & Varela, 1980), family therapy has shifted to the postmodern study of 
discourse and the inherent belief structures of meaning that are developmentally 
constructed. 
Upon recognizing the dominant stories that exist within a family culture, the family 
therapist becomes a participant of the dialogue which influences the trajectory of the 
family narrative thereby allowing change in behavior to occur. It is incumbant on the 
family therapist to understand, coexist and intervene in family systems. Like a fish is to 
water, family therpists are quite comfortable and effective as they move about in highly 
complex social systems. 
Venturing Out To Larger Systems 
The transfer of psychological treatment of individual and familial systems to larger 
systems is not unprecedented. The work force has been utilizing it for years. For 
example, Beehr and Newman (1978) note that the health of the woric force is one of the 
most significant issues of our time. Psychologists became involved in safe^ and the 
! 
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development of safe conditions at work (Viteles, 1932). This gave way to ergonomics, 
the study of the interactive dynamics of workers and their work environment (Dgen, 
1990). 
The weUness movement of the late 1970s and early 1980s shifted the psychological 
attention from preventing injury in the workplace to encouraging good health practices 
(Glasgow & Terborg, 1988). The wellness movement also led to an emphasis on peoples' 
behavior (e.g., health risk appraisals, proper diet, exercise, and alcohol, drug and tobacco 
cessation and treatment) as the primary precursors of health (Dgen, 1990). Consequently, 
a major application of psychology to arenas outside of traditional clinical practice has been 
health psychology which concerns itself with the well-being of society's work force 
(Matarazzo, 1980; Matarazzo, 1982; Matarazzo, Weiss, Herd, Miller & Weiss, 1984; 
Kranz, Grunberg & Baum, 1985; Rodin &. Salovey, 1989; Ilgen, 1990). 
It did not take long for organizational psychologists to identify the limitations of the 
simplistic cause-effect models of medicine. Mluenced by psychology's historical 
proclivity toward the reductionistic models of medicine, they soon discovered that the 
longstanding system models of organizational theory and application were most effective 
for dealing with multifaceted problems (Katz & Kahn, 1978). This systemic approach 
allowed organizational psychologists to approach the phenomena while inexticably 
recognizing the biological, psychological and social dimensions (Guze, Matarazzo & 
Saslow, 1953; Matarazzo, 1980; Dgen, 1990). 
A clinician's ability to see and understand systems is rapidly making them a prized 
resource within corporate structures. With its ever-increasing demands, the corporate 
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world is recognizing how the psychological and emotional shock of rapid and 
unprecedented change is having on the well-being of its structures (Capelli & Crocker-
Hefter, 1996; Martin, 1996). Consequently, they mm to consultants for assistance in 
these dilemmas (Capelli & Crocker-Hefter, 1996; Larson & King, 1996; Pearce & 
Osmond, 1996). 
In response to the industrial need for change strategies, the major management 
consultancies have responded with change management divisions to provide process 
interventions and support services for organizations as they undergo change. Martin 
(1996) reports that these consultants lack the training and experience to deliver complex 
psychological interventions with effective and long-lasting solutions. She argues that 
psychotherapists with systemic capabilities are supremely suited for supporting 
organizational change. Not only are they able to discern the relationship between history, 
people and process, but they are also skilled in direct and indirect strategic interventions 
that can support expert, subtle and rapid change. Impressed by their depth and 
perceptivity, Martin muses that clients often view these clinical consultants more as 
magicians. Due to the technologically-driven need for rapid change, she reasons that the 
need for psychotherapeutic intervention will become increasingly required into the twenQr-
first century. 
Postmodernism in larger svstems 
Not only was the literary theory of narrative analysis applied to family therapy, it has 
found its way into many disciplines and endeavors of contemporary society such as law, 
education, architecture, religion, political science and art One example is the use of 
r 
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postmodern literary analysis of urgent public policy issues. Roe (1994) examines some 
difficult issues at the vortex of the environment, science and technology. Upon review of 
such controversial issues as global warming, toxic irrigation in the San Joaquin Valley, the 
California medfly crisis and Third World development strategies. Roe discussses the 
conflicting policy "stories" that offer an extremely policy-relevant metanarrative. 
Roe combines the social sciences and humanities together with the interdisciplinary 
methods of the policy sciences to offer the innovative approach of narrative policy 
analysis. He argues that analysts having a good understanding of the metanarrative are in 
a better position to advise policy-makers as they seek to find their way through to real-
world public policy problems that are uncertain, complex and polarized. 
Conclusion 
Family dierapists have established a history of understanding, insight and 
maneuverability in complex human systems. They have kept pace with the social 
epistemological shift toward social constructionism and narrative analysis. Consequently, 
family therapists have the capability to advise larger systems where the psyche and 
emotions of people have an increasing difficulty to keep pace with the technological 
advances of contemporary society. 
Conflict In Agricultural Pest Management 
The introduction of synthetic chemical pesticides after World War n mariced the 
dawn of the modem technological revolution in agriculture (Groth, 1996). This 
technology promised to provide increased yields to a growing world population that 
"would permit humans at last to conquer Nature, in field and forest, kitchen and garden" 
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(Groth, 1996, p. i). In 1954, Norbert Weiner, a mathemetician and major force in the 
development of (^emetics and systems theory, wrote with optimism about the potential 
hazards of the technological revolution; 
We are the slaves of our technical improvement and we can no more return a New 
Hampshire farm to the self-contained state in which it was maintained in 1800 than 
we can, by taking thought, add a cubit to our stature or, what is more to the point, 
diminish it. We have modified our environment so radically that we must now modify 
ourselves in order to exist in this new environment. We can no longer live in the old 
environment. Progress imposes not only new possibilities for the future but new re­
strictions. It seems almost as if progress itself and our fight against the increase of 
entropy intrinsically must end in the downhill path fi'om which we are trying to es­
cape. Yet this pessimistic sentiment is only conditional upon our blindness and inac­
tivity, for I am convinced that once we become aware of the new needs that a new 
environment has imposed upon us, as well as the new means of meeting these needs 
that are at our disposal, it may be a long time yet before our civilization and our hu­
man race perish. (Weiner, 1967, p. 65) 
We live in a world today that is significantly different fi'om 40 years ago when Weiner felt 
compelled to warn about the danger that technology presents to human beings. 
Currently, a much larger segment of Western society would tend to agree with 
Weiner that we have modified our environment in ways that are irreversible, especially in 
the agricultural pest management industry (Athanasiou, 1996; Bruno, 1992; Hawken, 
1993; Stauber & Rampton, 1995). The search for new business opportunities is 
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complicated for many in business and industry. Sustainable ideals are often perceived as a 
threat to the existing infrastructure which can lead to fear and denial that a problem or 
need for change exists (Tombs, 1993). 
Recently, there has been a change of attitude on the part of business innovators. 
Th^ have reframed this perception and have begun to view these changes as an 
opportunity for new innovations and business opportunities. This awareness is evident 
within the pesticide industry (Schmidheiny, 1992; Vorley & Keeney, in press). Not only 
are there economic difiSculties associated with a maturation of the pesticide industry 
(Benbrook, Groth, Jalloran, Hansen & Marquardt, 1996; Buttel, 1994; Cochrane, 1958; 
Pretty, Vorl^ & Keen^, in press) and compounded difficulties of quantifying 
environmental costs (Buttel, 1993; Lee, 1992; Pearce & Tinch, in press; Pimentel et al.; 
Zilberman, Schmitz, Casterline, Lichtenberg & Siebert, 1991), but there also exists a 
problematic debate among stakeholders that hold strong belief. The stakeholder debate is 
comprised of many narratives which further increases the complexity of the problem to 
near paralysis and policy duress (Roe, 1994). Figure 1 depicts the different voices in the 
current meta-narrative are easily recognized in news periodicals which serves, not only to 
reflect the issues, but also to disseminate narratives. 
W. Stanly Jevons, a nineteenth century British economist of cel^rated &me, argued 
for a tolerant approach to policy problems by first seeing the problem from many different 
directions and disciplines before making a decision: 
We must consent to advance cautiously, step by step, feeling our way, adopting no 
foregone conclusions, trusting no single science, expecting no infallible guide. We 
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must neither maximize the functions of government at the beck of quasi-military offi­
cials, nor minimize them according to the theories of the very best philosophers. We 
must learn to judge each case on its merits.. .We must recognize the fact clearly that 
we have to deal with complex aggregates of people and institutions, which we cannot 
usually dissect and treat piecemeal ...Tolerance therefore is indispensable. We may 
be obliged to bear with evil for a time that we may avoid a worse evil, or that we may 
not extinguish the beginnings of good. (Jevons, 1882, p. 166) 
Speaking on behalf of the Business Council for Sustainable Development, 
Schmidheiny (1992) argues for heightened interaction between business and the relative 
stakeholders to inform their technologies. He informs that the successful companies of the 
future will have added value, not only to their customers and stakeholders, but all of the 
stakeholders: 
Considering stakeholder involvement to be legitimate and strategically important re­
quires more efifort than traditional public relations or information-sharing responses. 
New forms of collaboration are needed, including focus groups, advisory panels, fo­
rums for dialogue, and joint ventures. Building stakeholder involvement in the con­
text of sustainable development extends the idea of corporate responsibility in time 
and space. (Schmidheiny, 1992, p. 86) 
Vorley and Keeney On press) cite from the sunmiary of the Principles for Global 
Corporate Responsibility that was developed by the Global Corporate Accountability 
Issue Group of the Inter&ith Center on Corporate Responsibility of the USA (ICCR) with 
Canada and the United Kingdom as partners. Discussing stakeholders, the report states 
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that "for communities to be sustainable, all members of the community need to be 
recognized as stakeholders in the community as a whole. Corporations are stakeholders in 
the community also with consumers, employees, stockholders, and the community at 
large" (cited in Voriey & Keeney, in press, p. 11). 
PESTICIDES ON PRODUCE LEAVE RESIDUE OF WORRY 
June 18, 1997 
Boston Globe 
Patricia Wen 
A story citing Joan Marshall, 33, who never worried about the safety of fiuits and 
vegetables and scoffed at the concerns of the organic food crowd. But when she was 
told the Globe would be testing the same batch of strawberries that she had recently 
purchased for pesticide residues, MarshaU admitted she was curious. And when she 
heard the results last week, even MarshaU was slightly rattled. 
On her strawberries were four pesticides-captan, iprodione, malathion, and car-
baryl-two of which are known to cause cancer. All residues, however, were at levels 
&r below the current federal limits. While the account executive from Medford says 
she isn't ready to switch to expensive organic produce, she confessed the results 
"make you think a little bit." 
The story says that Marshall joins the ranks of confused Americans who are trying 
to sort out whether pesticides on produce are a trivial concern or a potentially serious 
health hazard and goes on to state that scientists increasingly suspect unknown envi' 
ronmental causes may explain the rise in certain types of cancer. The story then men­
tions that at lower levels, the chemicals may dam^e the nervous system or they may 
be "endocrine disrupters," affecting the human hormonal system and possibly impair­
ing fertility. And current pesticide tolerance limits are geared toward adults, not chil­
dren, who eat proportionately more fruits and vegetables. Children, with their small, 
developing bodes, may be more susceptible than adults to pesticides' ill effects. 
The standards will get tougher under a law enacted last summer that requires the 
Environmental Protection Agency to revise tolerance limits on 9,000 pesticides used 
on crops. The story cites pesticide specialists as saying that vigorous washing of pro­
duce may remove from 2S to SO per cent of pesticide residues, though it will do 
nothing for chemicals that penetrate the fruit. Many people stick with domestic pro-
Figure 1. News articles collected and distributed by PoweU (1997) on the internet 
from various sources that reflects the meta-narrative of pest management. 
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duce, says the story, because imported produce generally shows slightly higher pesti­
cide levels than domestic, and a somewhat higher rate of pesticide violations. 
Graham Colditz, director of the Center for Cancer Prevention at the Harvard 
School of Public Health is cited as saying that it is smart to take precautions, but 
concerns about pesticides should not inhibit people from eating plenty of fresh fruits 
and vegetables, adding that if the hazards of pesticides are unclear, the benefits of 
fruits and v^etables couldn't be more clear. Studies repeatedly show those with diets 
high in fruits and vegetables have lower rates of cancer, whether the produce is or­
ganic, conventional, domestic, or imported. 
PANEL GRILLS WILSON CHOICE FOR POLLUTION AGENCY POST -
SENATE: NOMINEE APPEARS TO LACK VOTES FOR CONFIRMATION TO 
CONTINUE RUNNING AGENCY THAT PROBES HEALTH RISKS 
June 17,1997 
LA Times 
Dan Morgan 
SACRAMENTO — A story about a California Senate committee grilling of Gov. Pete 
Wilson's choice to run the agen^ respon^le for investigating risks associated with 
pollutants. The Senate Rules Committee put off a final vote on Richard Becker, Wil­
son's nominee who has been heading the Office of Environmental Health Hazard As­
sessment. 
Becker, 42, a toxicologist who has a lengthy Ust of degrees and published studies 
and has won endorsements from some scientists and from the agricultural industry 
and manu&cturers was quoted as saying that, "I will not compromise science." 
Jennifer Mann, a scientist who quit the agen^ in April after seven years, was 
quoted as testifying that there was "little political interference [with scientists] until 
the appointment of Dr. Becker. Dr. Becker had a political agenda." 
DOOR-TO-DOOR SEARCH FOR MEDFUES 
June 18, 1997 
UPI 
TAMPA, Fla. — The aerial spraying of pesticide is continuing in the Tampa, Fla., area 
as officials fighting a Mediterranean fruit fly infestation go door-to-door in their 
search for the source of the outbreak. Agriculture inspectors believe residents and 
natural causes have combined to spread the medfly infestation over a 300-square-mile 
area. 
MOW-PLOW TILLAGE ~ THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS 
June 18, 1997 
USDAARSNews 
A new tillage technique combines the best of conventional and conservation tillage 
techniques to control both weeds and erosion on wheat fields in the Pacific North­
Figure 1 (continued) 
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west. With the new mow-plow method, a standard moldboard plow, pulled by a 
tractor, deeply tills the soil and buries weed seeds so th^r don't sprout. But soil-
protecting stems, stalks and other residue from a previous crop don't get buried. 
That's because of a modified combine header attached to the front of the tractor. The 
header cuts and lifts the old stubble that lies in the plows path and dumps it on the 
adjacent, freshly plowed fiirrow. There it blankets the soil, shielding it from the ero­
sive forces of wind and rain. 
Scientists with the Agricultural Research Service developed the mow-plow 
method for use in the 4.S-million-acre wheat-growing region of Washington, Oregon 
and Idaho. This region receives little rain&ll. Land is left Mow every other year to 
collect water for the next years' wheat crop. But the soil freezes during winter, when 
rain and melting snow often can't soak into the soil. Instead, the water threatens to 
wash away the soil up to ISO tons an acre. Normally, farmers leave crop residue on 
the field as long as possible, but weeds can take over during the fallow year. 
The ARS scientists are based at the agency's Columbia Plateau Conservation Re­
search Center in Pendleton, Ore. An article about the mow-plow method and the sci-
entists=92 related research to reduce erosion appears in the June issue of Agricultural 
Research magazine. 
CHEMICAL HORROR STORIES A REALITY 
June 19, 1997 
Western Producer 
Karen Briere 
YORKTON, Sask. ~A stoiy about Jim Dosman, head of the Centre for Agricultural 
Medicine at the University of Saskatchewan, who likes to tell horror stories to high­
light his call for safer chemical use, including the case of a rural municipal worker 
who left his tractor in a ditch overnight, not realizing a plane would pass over and 
spray it and he would be sitting in chemical the next day. He tells of a frmner who 
used gloves but not a mask while working with chemicals. He slapped a mosquito and 
spread Roundup on his mouth. 
Dosman and other experts are cited in this story as telling health-care workers at a 
seminar here there is an increasing risk of insecticide poisoning because severe infes­
tations of wheat midge, bertha armyworms and diamondback moths mean chemical 
use is on the rise. Last year about l.S million Saskatchewan acres were sprayed for 
wheat midge alone. Dosman is quoted as saying that, "We're into a new ball game 
here and ftunily physicians aren't used to this." 
The chemicals used on these pests are from three different ftunilies; organophospho-
rus, such as Monitor, Lorsban and Cygon; carbamates, like Furadan and iWiate; and 
pyrethroids, such as Cymbush and D^s. The story says humans are at a greater risk 
from the organophosphorus and carbamate chemicals because they inhibit an en-
Figure 1 (continued) 
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2^e called cholinesterase, which is to the proper functioning of the central nerv­
ous system. That is how these products kill insects. 
Greg Horsman, medical director of the provincial laboratory, is cited as saying 
people using these chemicals should ideally have their base cholinesterase level tested 
prior to spraying season. The results are kept with the family physician and poisoning 
can then be identified by a drop in the level. Testing should be done 10 days after 
spraying begins and once a month afterward. 
Horsman adds that a 25 per cent drop in the baseline is a "flag" that the body is 
absorbing excessive chemicals. A drop of 50 per cent is usually accompanied by 
symptoms such as nausea and &tigue and the person should not risk fiirther exposure. 
FALL-SEEDED CANOLA RAISES RESEARCHERS' EYEBROWS 
June 19,1997 
Western Producer 
Mary MacArthur 
WILLINGDON, Alta. ~ A story citing Greg Porozni, a member of Crop Masters, a 
group of farmers who helped organize the canola direct seeding field day in northern 
All)erta, who says when he seeded Roundup Ready canola last M for this spring's di­
rect seeding demonstration plot, he thought it would be a demonstration on how not 
to seed canola; a combination of rain and fi'eezing weather fi'oze his field solid. In­
stead of a canola disaster site, the story says, Porozni was standing in a crop a foot 
high and starting to flower on the June 10 field day. 
Jay Byer, Alberta Agriculture's crop specialist in Bonnyville is cited as saying the 
M-seeded, early seeding and regular seeding date demonstration was designed to en­
courage more farmers to look at seeding herbicide-tolerant Argentine canola, rather 
than the shorter-season but lower yielding Pob'sh varieties. Byer goes on to say there 
are two keys to planting canola in the M or early spring. It's important to use a her­
bicide-resistant canola and to direct seed the crop into stubble. 
In the past, the early spring flush of weeds was a problem. Using the herbicide-
tolerant variety^ Quest, Porozni sprayed the crop May 3 and June 3 with a half litre of 
Roundup per acre each time to winter annuals and wild oats. Seeding into a stub­
ble field is important to trap snow and prevent the field fi'om wanning too quickly in 
the spring. The canola seed coat was also covered with a plastic-type polymer to de­
lay germination and protect the seed during winter. Fall seeding allows the crop to 
miss typical canola diseases and pests like sclerotinia and bertha armyworm. 
Figure 1 (continued^ 
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Conclusion 
There exists a debate among people of differing walks of life about pesticide use and 
the sustainabiliQr of agriculture. This dissertation attempts to take a practical step toward 
unraveling the stakeholder dialogue that surrounds the pesticide issue. Gaining an 
understanding of the underlying narrative patterns among and between stakeholders can 
lead to better informed policies. This knowledge can also be used toward the design and 
development of sustainable innovations that will increase the satisfaction of the 
stakeholders and the inherent public dialogue that surrounds the pesticide debate. 
If the pesticide industry wants to innovate within the principles of sustainable 
development, it must know how to encourage greater stakeholder participation, guide the 
stakeholders through an information-gathering process and manage the abundance of 
acquired information into usable business strategies. However, an attempt to climb the 
walls of difference is further exacerbated by the extreme complexity of the very human-
ness of individual, group and social narratives. 
Rationale For Naturalistic Methodology And Focus Groups 
As previously stated, to develop properly informed policies (Jevons, 1882; Roe, 
1994) in addition to providing businesses with options for efficient and value added tech­
nologies (Mayhew & Alessi, 1994; Schmidheiny, 1992; SEI, 1993) the perceptions of the 
problem must first be viewed from the many disciplines and directions. Simflar to the 
cultural transition toward the postmodern epistemology of reality as exemplified in family 
therapy and policy analysis, a shift has also occurred in the research methodologies for the 
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discovery of meaning (Bernard, 1994; Denzin & Lincoln, 1994; Cuba & Lincoln, 1989: 
Lincoln & Cuba, 1985). 
Nichols and Schwartz (1995) provide an excellent summary of naturalistic research 
whereby investigators explore the rich data to discover new insights. Strategies include 
selecting events that do not conform to preconceived ideas about what is in the data (i.e., 
theoretical selection), allowing research participants to comment on the investigator's re­
constructions of the data (i.e., member checking) and offering the data and their recon­
structions to a reviewer for comment (i.e., peer debriefing). 
In this section, the reader is introduced to a way to think about human complexity 
that occurs in multistakeholder focus groups. It is believed by the researcher that a 
theoretically based and rigorous method of inquiry is necessary to maximize the outcome 
of focus groups dealing with social complexity like that of pest management 
Stakeholder focus groups 
One form of data elicitation is the use of focus groups. Focus groups were Hrst 
formalized and introduced by Merton and Lazarsfeld (1950; see also Merton, Fiske & 
Kendall, 1956) in radio research regarding public morale and the entry of the United 
States into World War n. It received commercial success through the 1950s, then became 
dormant in academia because it was virtually free of statistics. However it has been used 
since the late 1970s due to the freedom that researchers have to combine quantitative and 
qualitative methods. 
There has been demonstrated good validiQr of focus groups when they are used as a 
complement to surveys. Nkwi (1992) did smdies in Cameroon and discovered the value 
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of using several data-gathering methods for increased validity. Ward, Bertrand and Brown 
(1991) compared survey and focus group data from three studies and found that 87% of 
variables of results were similar in both focus groups and surveys. He also found that for 
some, focus groups provided more detail and for others, surveys provided richer data. 
Focus groups are a frequently used means to determine what people want in a 
product or service. Focus groups are generally organized and conducted by professional 
facilitators familiar with human interaction and group methods to be employed. There are 
many styles of focus groups. Although most focus group methodologies are based on 
similar principles, they differ in capaci^ for solving problems of increasing stakeholder 
complexi^ (Flood & Jackson, 1991). Problems usually incurred when using traditional 
focus group methods involve loss of information, problems with group dynamics, lack of 
formal description of the human interaction and an inadequate means for managing the 
large amount of information generated (Mayhew & Alessi, 1994). In response, it seems 
necessary to discuss some of the human principles that are important in focus groups, for 
example, problem complexity and stakeholder infighting. 
Stakeholder knowledge 
bi the innovation, design, and/or development of a policy, product or service, 
knowledge of the substance that makes up the product is required. To determine this 
substance, some method or process must be enacted by people. This substance-process-
people (i.e., what, how, who) triad is fundamental to human work and becomes 
increasingly difGcult to manage as complexity increases. 
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Badaracco and Ellsworth (1991) noted a conflict between emphasizing the "what" 
and the "how" of making decisions. Focus groups are particular events where this triad is 
clearly evident and where improper application of substance, process or people can lead to 
problems. For example, a common phenomena is the overemphasis of process with an 
associated underemphasis on people and scrutiny of substance (Alessi & Mayhew, 1995; 
Badaracco & Ellsworth, 1991; Flood, Jackson, 1991; Mayhew & Alessi, 1994,1995). 
One way to increase the emphasis on people is to ensure that the participating stake­
holder group is representative. This is done by considering who has a vested interest in 
the area of concern. The stakeholders are those people that are in the problem context; the 
people who "language" about what they call a problem; the people who comprise the so­
cial system (Anderson and Goolishian, 1988). Adherence to this focus group principle can 
gready increase the completeness of the information that emerges from the analysis 
(Morgan, 1988,1993). 
Involving a varieQr of stakeholders is important since each individual that participates 
in the group discussion brings a knowledge that is based on his or her personal experience, 
bias and self-interest. Badaracco (1991) divides this knowledge into embedded knowledge 
and migratory knowledge. Embedded knowledge dwells primarily in specialized relation­
ships among individuals and groups and in the particular norms, attimdes, information 
flows and decision-making methods that shape their dealings with one another 
(Badaracco, 1991). Embedded knowledge is generally difficult to obtain, but when it is 
disclosed by a stakeholder, it can provide previously unexpected knowledge that can in­
form new innovations and policy development A window is provided through which oth­
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ers can peer and see the world within the sociocultural context of that particular stake­
holder group. 
A second kind of knowledge, according to Badaracco (1991), is migratory knowl­
edge. Migratory knowledge is more familiar and easier to manage since it can be clearly 
and completely articulated. It resides in tidy, mobile packages such as books and formu­
las, in machines, as well as in the minds of individuals (Badaracco, 1991). Most focus 
groups deal primarily with migratory information that lacks controversy among stakehold­
ers. The migratory knowledge is the main source of descriptive information, and when ex­
changed, provides cross-fertilization between stakeholders of ideas by which new socially 
constructed realities can emerge. 
The combined knowledge of stakeholders is necessary for new ideas to emerge, but 
as the group interacts the need for change also becomes evident (Martin, 1996). Change 
is a developmental process that occurs over time. In focus groups, two human develop­
mental processes occur simultaneously; individual cognitive development (Piaget, 1952, 
1955) and the development of the stakeholder mind (Bateson, 1979; Davies, 1992; Mead, 
1956; Nichols & Schwartz, 1995). 
Cognitive development of the stakeholder 
First, individual cognitive development requires change of one's belief structure; 
something that stakeholders frequently require of others but not of themselves (Badaracco 
& Ellsworth, 1991). People become accustomed to that which is familiar and prefer not 
to venture very far from it For example, people enter into a relationship with someone 
that has a similar interest or experience. An individual may also enjoy this person if they 
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have unique qualities that spark their interest However, if people do not see a similarity 
in another person, or their qualities are extremely foreign, that person may feel uncomfort­
able, find a reason to dismiss them, and foreclose on the relationship. This is similar to 
how people often respond to new information which inhibits new social constructions to 
emerge. 
Change requires the cognitive integration of new information (Piaget, 1952,1955). 
When people are exposed to new information, for example through print, conversation, or 
physical experience, they look for pegs within their mental maps on which to hang this 
new information. These maps are a type of cognitive scheme that is structured by experi­
ences over the course of peoples' lives. When exposed to new information, people look 
for familiar pegs that can help interpret this information. the information is foreign to 
the individual's usual way of thinking, no familiar peg exists on which to hang the new 
information. When this occurs, unless an individual maintains a stance of curiosity (Alessi 
& Mayhew, 1995), the meaning of the new information will likely be displaced by that 
which is familiar. 
For example, upon completion of one person's expression of their thought, the lis­
tener may respond only to a particular word or phrase, yet, miss the entire meaning. Be­
cause the listener was unfamiliar with the meaning, he or she may search for something 
within the other person's statement upon which to respond. This tends to redirect the 
conversation into an area that the responder has some knowledge drawn from his or her 
own experience. If this redirection goes unnoticed, it will change the trajectory of the en­
tire conversation (Braten, 1987). This is not a problem in casual conversation, nor is it 
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Qrpically intended, but it does prevent the responder from learning something new which, 
in turn, prevents cognitive development and change. Deflection of new information in an 
individual is problematic to stakeholder dialogue in focus groups because an integral part 
of group discussion is that each individual adapts new information into his or her cognitive 
framework. It must be noted that maintaining an openness to new ideas does not require 
one to embrace them. 
In their studies of wisdom, Orwoll and Perlmutter (1990) refer to self-transcendence 
or the abiliQr of an individual to move beyond individualistic concerns to more collective 
or universal issues. Self-transcendence requires the moral maturiQr of an individual to go 
beyond an egocentric focus (Kohlberg, 1973) thereby enabling the person to gain a deeper 
understanding of philosophical and epistemological issues (Orwoll & Perlmutter, 1990). 
The individual may not agree with what is being introduced, but has at least respectfully 
taken the time to understand what the other person is saying. Once new information is ac­
commodated into the cognitive map of an individual, he can enhance the discussion with 
an informed and relevant response that reduces the conflict and adds robusmess to the 
dialogue (Braten, 1987). The focus group facilitator should establish an atmosphere that 
invites self-oranscendence among stakeholders. 
Social construction of the stalceholder "mind" 
addition to individual cognitive development, the second developmental process 
occurring simultaneously in a stakeholder group is the development of the stakeholder 
mind whereby the narratives of each stakeholder is woven together into a metanarrative 
(Roe, 1994) or social construction (Berger & Luckman, 1967;Gergen, 1985, 1991a, 
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1991b) The tena "mind" is not used merely to represent the brain in someone's head, 
rather, it is the result of the interaction of a human system (Nichols & Schwartz, 1995). It 
is the meta-mind consisting of all the stakeholders acting as a group. 
Bateson (1979) describes mind as the real thoughts, beliefs and relationships that ex­
ist in the teal world among the involved individuals. Physicist Paul Davies (1992) in his 
discussion of the deeper level of explanation, simply defines "mind" as the conscious 
awareness of the world. Once understood, the stakeholder mind is fertile ground for dis­
coveries that can inform policies and/or sustainable imiovations. 
Language is the data by which mind, knowledge, difference and change become evi­
dent and meaningfuL Therefore, the words we use provide symbolic ways to transmit 
meaning within our sociocultural networks (Maturana, 1978; Maturana & Varela, 1987; 
Bateson, 1979,1971; Bateson, Jackson, Haley & Weakland, 1956). Meaning and under­
standing are socially and intersubjectively constructed within social systems (Anderson & 
Goolishian, 1988; White, 1981). While this dialogical crossing of perspectives occurs 
within the focus group, Braten (1987) cautions that conversation can collapse into a 
mono-perspective. This is only a problem if the mono-perspective prematurely emerges 
before the concerns of the stakeholders are fully understood. 
Meaning is not static, rather its motion is fluid. As people interact, their cognitive 
schemes are challenged. As they seek to reduce the consequent discomfort, they look for 
new meanings that may require an integration of the challenging statement into their 
scheme. As a result, change occurs within the individual who then responds in a different 
way than previously done. This sets off a domino effect of new challenges within the Ian-
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guage system to stakeholder beliefs. Although the changes ace minute and usually unob-
servable, the gradual adjustment of meaning that the language system makes can have a 
significant effect on the trajectory of the conversation (Bakhtin, 1981). 
Summarily, change is the evolution of new meaning through dialogue. Ultimately, 
stakeholder focus groups are not only a place to discover the pertinent issues via stake­
holder narratives, but they provide a chance to see individuals change in response to inter­
acting with others. This individual change, in turn, creates a change in the stakeholder 
dialogue that provides insight toward innovation and policy development Ultimately, fo­
cus group facilitation should create a safe environment that allows the beliefs of the par­
ticipants to be gently challenged (Morgan, 1988,1993; see also Anderson & Goolishian, 
1988). 
Family Therapist As Naturalistic Researciier In Larger Systems 
As Bernard (1994) states, facilitating a focus group requites the combined skills of 
ethnographer, survey researcher and therapist Focus groups are intended to bring people 
together for discussion. Once the group is formed, a human system is created. This human 
system can fimction but frequently gets bogged down by hidden agendas and political in­
terests (Morgan, 1988). As previously discussed, paying attention to cognitive and social 
factors such as learning and change will significantly heighten the success of a focus 
group. This special attention requires a certain kind of management of the group relation­
ships, interaction and information acquisition (Morgan, 1993). The management encour­
ages individual creativity and expression while maintaining focus on the topic of interest 
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Successful facilitators tend to have a "rule-of-thumb" understanding of human behav­
ior, are familiar with a set of group problem-solving methods and have a natural charisma 
among people (Morgan, 1988). These skills are important and generally adequate for 
many problem situations, but as problem complexity and interpersonal strife increase, basic 
facilitation skills are insufScient An issue such as pest management requires facilitation 
by one who can find their way through individual, social and cultural complexity. 
Theoretically-driven facilitation provides a balance to the overemphasis typically 
placed on focus group process and methodological "tricks" that are inadequate for han­
dling the increased complexity (Morgan, 1993). A good sociologist or anthropologist can 
sufQciendy analyze acquired data from a focus group. A developmental psychologist can 
identify the cognitive changes made within each participant of the focus group. But it is 
optimal if all of this can be combined in one person who can also comfortably maneuver 
within human systems with therapeutic savvy when the human system becomes paralyzed 
by its dilemmas (Martin, 1996). 
Family therapy is a skilled craft useful in larger systems for discovering meaning and 
providing interventive and management strategies that improve the health of human 
systems that have organized around a problem (Imber-Black, 1988; Kearny, Byrne & 
McCarthy, 1989). It uses strategies that assist human systems to get "unstuck" from their 
present dilemmas while simultaneously documenting and managing relevant information. 
People tend to become stuck in the same pattern of dialogue simply by using the same 
solution to their problem over and over again. An attempted solution may have previously 
worked and consequendy continues to be applied even though it is unsuccessful. 
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Although the attempted solutions are repackaged or redesigned and may appear different, 
they are inherently the same. Here, an adherence to these attempted solutions becomes 
the problem. 
Family therapy is invaluable for socially complex problems since stakeholders are 
generally unaware of the degree to which their dialogue with others hinder or enhance 
progress. &i addition to gaining a richer understanding of a system, the process of family 
therapy is useful for most situations where humans interact (e.g., focus groups, 
interdisciplinary teams, management struggles). 
Summary 
Dr. Bill Vorley, a visiting scientist from England, received a grant from Ciba-Geigy 
Chemical Corporation in Basle, Switzerland, to examine the sustainability of the pesticide 
industry. His hope was to articulate "the choices that face the leaders, regulators and 
other stakehoklers of this particularly controversial industry if they are to choose a course 
of sustainability" (Vorley et aL, in press, p. 13). Together with Dr. Dennis Keeney of the 
Leopold Center for Sustainable Agriculture at Iowa State UniversiQr, Vorley launched a 
multinational team to investigate this issue. This study represents a portion of that 
multinational investigation. 
The goal of this dissertation was to gain an insight of the metanarrative of agricultural 
pest management stakeholders through the eyes of a systems trained family therapist The 
hope was that the insights could provide added value to policies or innovations. The re­
searcher is epistemologically driven by three areas, culmral anthropology, developmental 
psychology, and family therapy. 
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First, cultural anthropology (Veatch, 1969; Husserl, 1970; Radin, 1966/1933; 
Lofland, 1971; Miles & Huberman, 1994) enables the elicitation, analysis and organization 
of sociocultural information of the stakeholders. Second, developmental psychology 
(Piaget, 1952, 1955; Erikson, 1963,1964; Kohlberg, 1969, 1973; Baltes, Reese & Lipsitt, 
1980) provides theoretical insight into the dynamic processes of how human beings 
develop over time. Third, family therapy (Watzlawick, Beavin & Jackson, 1967; Lederer 
& Jackson, 1968; Satir, 1964; Haley, 1963; Becvar & Becvar, 1993) provides a means of 
eliciting information amid a conflictual environment, fresh descriptions to energize the 
dialogue into new meaning, and interventive strategies to increase healthy fimctioning of 
human systems. 
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CHAPTER III. METHODOLOGY 
All science begins with a qualitative element such as simply deciding which variables 
to use in any given study Bernard, 1994). For example, the current quantifiable dynamics 
of avian flight began with qualitative field-woridng ornithologists who did systematic 
observations of wing movement, hovering and perch stance. As any science matures, it 
naturally becomes more quantitative because it seeks to assess the accuracy of the 
qualitative suppositions (Bernard, 1994), The purpose of this study was to explore a 
larger human system through the eyes of a family therapist Upon review of the family 
therapy literature, it soon became apparent that there was a scant amount of research on 
this topic. Consequently, qualitative methods were selected for this project 
Additionally, family thearpists tend to be drawn toward qualitative dimensions in 
order to understand the cultural phenomena of a family and ultimately provide therapeutic 
intervention. Narrative therapy, a currendy popular method of family therapy, most 
resembles ethnography, a descriptive piece on a culture through the collection of data 
(Bernard, 1994; Spradley, 1979). Summarily, this study enlisted the qualitative research 
methodology of ethnography. 
This chapter discusses the methodology used in the study. First, a biographical sketch 
is presented since this is required of the researcher in naturalistic research. Following are 
discussions of the unit of analysis, the pilot study, participant selection, methods, and the 
data collection and analysis. 
1 
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Researcher As Instrument 
Within naturalistic research, Lincoln and Guba (1985) argue that the naturalist 
becomes a type of measurement instrument They contend that the researcher has to 
maintain an infinite abiliQr to adapt to the context, unlike assessment instruments. The 
researcher also needs a holistic emphasis because humans are only part of the cacophony 
and dynamics of a culture. The researcher is required to have the abiliQr of knowledge base 
expansion to extend the awareness of the researcher's own and others' feelings, 
sympathies and wishes that provide a deep and rich understanding. 
As a living instrument, this knowledge base expansion provides opportunities for 
immediate clari^ and summary by feeding back information for clarity or correction. 
Consequently, the researcher is given the opportunity to explore uniquenesses by 
investigating the asides otherwise discarded, a common occurance in questiormaires 
(Bernard, 1994). The naturalist is given processual immediacy. That is, he can 
immediately assess the data, hypothesize about meaning and test his hunches. Finally, the 
human as instrument can be responsive by sensing and responding, however, he must be 
aware of his biases since it is impossible to be objective. As a result, the researcher must 
provide the reader an insight into the person of the researcher Bernard, 1994; Lincoln and 
Guba, 1985). 
Researcher profile 
The researcher is currendy 37 years of age, married for 11 years with no children. He 
is a white male of French-Canadian and Irish descent; the fourth of five children raised in 
an intact home. He grew up in Bloomington, Minnesota, a suburb of Minneapolis. As a 
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child, his neighborhood was on the edge of an agriculniral farm field which was evenmally 
developed into a residential neighborhood. He was raised Roman Catholic, and at the age 
of 19, had a conversion experience where his Christian faith became and remains the most 
important thing in his life. 
He attended and graduated from the Bloomington Public School District in 1978. He 
held numerous jobs until he moved to Fargo, North Dakota, at the age of 23, to attend 
North Dakota State University as an Agronomy student He eventually changed his major 
and earned a B.S. in Sociology/Anthropology and Education with a minor in Psychology. 
Also from NDSU, the researcher earned a Master of Science in Child Development and 
Family Studies with specialization in Family therapy. After working as a therapist for a 
few years, he moved to Ames, Iowa, to attend the accredited doctoral program in Marital 
and Family Therapy in the Department of Human Development and Family Studies at 
Iowa State University. 
He has worked as a family therapist for nine years. He has also designed and 
executed numerous qualitative research projects. Over the past four years, the researcher 
has written and presented numerous papers to agricultural, business, social service and 
engineering audiences. 
Researcher biases 
As he entered this study of stakeholder dialogue regarding agricultural pest 
management, it is imperative for the human instrument of research to disclose his personal 
biases known to the reader. First, as an outdoor enthusiast and sportsman, the researcher 
has concerns about the reduction and contamination of natural resources as well as quality 
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of life issues. Whenever pest management is discussed, it seems to the researcher that the 
topic of conversation shifts to the use of chemicals (e.g., pesticides, herbicides, 
fungicides). Although the use of chemicals leads to reduced labor and increased yields, it 
has also lead to a reduction of "eyes on the field." That is, if farmers are able to manage 
more acres of land, the potential for attentive stewardship of the natural resources (e.g., 
soil, surface and ground water, wildlife) may be reduced. These resources are vital to 
human existence. Additionally, as the number of farmers decrease, farmsteads are turned 
into tillable land, arguably reducing the beauQr of the rural landscape. 
The researcher's second bias was his concern for the safety of food. Additionally, 
bioengineering is producing products (e.g., BT com) that have inherent resistance to pests 
thereby reducing the use of chemicals. The researcher's concern is that there are no 
assurances of what may lie ahead as the evolutionary processes of pests adapt to these 
products which could ultimately lead to reduced options for pest management 
Third, a personal bias of the researcher is that there exists a chasm between 
agricultural scientists and farmers. Over the decades, reductionist science, improved 
technologies and academic reward systems have moved scientists out of the fields and into 
the laboratories. Hence, much of current agriculture is driven by a passion to apply newly 
discovered technologies rather than pragmatically defined needs (Mayhew, 1994; 
Postman, 1993). 
The researcher has never been a strong advocate for current production agriculture 
practices nor has he ever been an environmental activist The personal proclivities of the 
researcher in all conflicted situations is not to be combative nor to pursue mere 
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compromise among combatants, but to assist those in conflict toward new solutions by 
encouraging them to explore outside of their present paradigm. His desired role in life is 
typically that of a peace-maker; making peace by discovering alternative solutions. 
Co-host 
Dr. Bill Vorley attended all of the focus group sessions. He served as a host and 
introducer of the project and its purpose. He maintained a low profile throughout the 
sessions with an occasional question to gain clariQr. Although the researcher elicited the 
participation of the stakeholders and wrote all correspondence, Vorley managed the 
printing, postage and transcription costs and procedures. Since he was involved in the 
pilot study, design of this study, participant selection, all sessions and transcript review, he 
served as a peer reviewer to the researcher. In the capacity of peer review, he participated 
in the development of thoughts, evaluation, curiosities and domains with the researcher. 
Observers 
To lend credibility (Lincoln & Guba, 1985) to the study, focus group observers were 
instituted. Apart firom the co-host, who also gained copies and reviewed the transcripts, 
three others were installed as observers. The analysis, growing insights and interpretations 
were presented to the observers as the study came to near completion. 
Two of the observers were members of the Reflecting Team. The first is a white 
female, married, has a doctorate degree in marital and family therapy with expertise in 
naturalistic research methods. The second is a white male, married, has an earned 
doctorate degree in soil physics and training in systems engineering. He has also studied 
and published in postmodern philosophy and naturalistic inquiry. The third observer is a 
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white female, married to the researcher and was a doctoral student in Lifespan Human 
Development at the time of this study. This observer has extensively studied quantitative 
and qualitative research methods. She operated the videotape camera equipment during 
the sessions of the Central Iowa groups. 
Dependabilitv auditor 
Two professors at Iowa State University served as dependability auditors. Before the 
study was launched, the design of the study was presented to a white, married male. He is 
a professor of Sociology who also was a member of the Reflecting Team and serves on 
the researcher's doctoral committee. 
Also an overseer of the research design and member of the Reflecting Team, the 
second dependabiliQr auditor is a white male, married and holds a doctorate in Counseling 
Psychology. He is the Director of the Iowa State University Marital and Family Therapy 
Doctoral Program and serves as the researcher's major professor. He has vast experience 
in the teaching, execution and supervision of qualitative research projects. He oversaw 
the entire project to ensure that strict adherence to naturalistic methods and analysis were 
maintained. 
Process auditor 
The process of the research project was overseen by the Director of the Leopold 
Center for Sustainable Agriculture. He is a white male, married, and holds a doctorate 
degree in Agronomy. He participated in the design, participant selection and dialogue 
with the researcher and co-host throughout the process. He also reviewed the results in 
print and presentations. This doctoral dissertation has been translated into a chapter of a 
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book that is co-edited by the process auditor. He did not participate or observe any part 
of the focus group sessions. He also serves on the researcher's doctoral committee. 
Unit Of Analysis 
the naturalist is a type of measurement instrument (Lincoln & Guba, 1985), then 
what is the unit of analysis to be measured? Upon review of organizational behavior. Trice 
and Beyer (1994) note the parallel distinction between the three basic levels of analysis: 
individual, group and organization. Group members have direct interaction with one 
another while organizational members may or may not interact, in spite of the fact that 
they belong to the same complex organization. Just as an individual exists within the 
context of an environment, so too, does a group, and so too, does an organization (Trice 
& Beyer, 1993). Consequendy, the unit of analysis may be the individual-in-environment, 
the group-in-environment, or the organization-in-environment (CapeUi & Scherer, 1991). 
Wapner's (1987) analysis of transactions of the individual-in-environment, the 
holistic, developmental, systems-oriented perspective describes three aspects of the 
person. The first is the physical, that is, the biological or physical structure. Second, the 
intrapersonal/psychological which is the individual's self-concept. Third, the role and 
status of the individual is the sociocultural aspect When the individual is in parallel to his 
environment, Wapner considers the physical (e.g., weather, location), interpersonal (e.g., 
nature of people that comprise the environment), and sociocultural (e.g., rules, 
regulations, codes of conduct) characteristics. Albeit different content, these same 
categories can be applied to the group-in-environment and the organization-in-
environment This mode of categorization, Wapner argues, can effectively serve as a 
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category system for analyzing organizational behavior similar to that purpose of analyzing 
individual experience and action. 
This mote holistic view of a transactionalist is disimilar to that of the interactionist 
(Altman & Rogoff, 1987). Although the interactionist may consider, for example, both 
group and environment, each part is viewed and analyzed as a separate entity. 
Contrariwise, the transactionalist would focus on the group-in-environment as a whole. In 
other words, a transactionalist considers how the change in one part of the organism-in-
environment system e£fects all other parts. 
As Altman and Rogoff (1987) stated, "relations among aspects of the whole are not 
conceived of as involving mumal influences of antecedent-consequent causation" (p. 25). 
Instead, "the different aspects of whole coexist as intrinsic and inseparable qualtities of the 
whole" (Altman & Rogoff, 1987, p. 25). Transactions with the envirorunent are defined 
as including action as well as experience. The experience consists of cognitive (i.e., 
sensory-motor, perceptual, and conceptual), affective and valuative fimctioning. 
The preponderance of research on organizational behavior has primarily focused on 
interpersonal characteristics (e.g., locus of control, commitment), emotions (e.g., stress, 
anxiety, satisfaction) and sociocultural characteristics such as how individuals with 
different roles (e.g., superiors and subordinates) interact with each other. Unfortunately, 
most of these studies have paid little attention to the contextual variables (Capelli & 
Sherer, 1991). 
There are, however, a number of studies that have examined the effects that the 
environment has on die individual-in-group and the individual-in-organization (Jackson, 
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Brett, Sessa, Cooper, Julin, & Peyronnin, 1991; Pillai & Meindl, 1991; Tsui & O'Reilly, 
1989). To accomplish this, there was a shift in the 1980s from quantitative methodologies 
to the more qualitative-oriented methods of organizational culture research. The research 
in this area emphasized the effects of organizational culture on attitudes and performance 
of the individual (Trice & Beyer, 1993). 
There have also been studies that examined how intragroup characteristics influence 
organization (Eisenhaidt, 1989; Eisenhardt & Schoonhoven, 1990), the environment 
affects groups (Gladstein & O'Reilly, 1985; Michael & Hambrick, 1992; Staw, Sandelands 
& Dutton, 1981; Gladstein, 1984), tfie organization affects environment (Barley, Freemen 
& Hybels, 1992) and how the environment effects the organization (Tolbert & Zucker, 
1983). 
An ethnographer elicits the assistance of an informant, a member of a particular 
culture under investigation, to provide representative responses to the researcher 
(Bernard, 1994; Spradley, 1979). Each stakeholder in this study served as an informant of 
their particular stakeholder group (Klein et al., 1994; Trice & Beyer, 1993; Wapner, 
1987). Together, these stakeholders comprise an organization that presents a 
metanarrative of agricultural pest management (Altman & Rogoff, 1987; Capelli & Sherer 
1991). Additionally, Patton (1987,1990) states that focus groups ate generally comprised 
of a group of people that are relatively homogenous or that share a common experience. 
Therefore, the unit of analysis in this study is the "organization" of agricultural pest 
management 
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Pilot Study 
Dr. Dennis Keeney of the Leopold Center introduced this researcher to Dr. Bill 
Vorley who commissioned the researcher to facilitate two focus groups that were 
prearranged prior to his involvement This researcher immediately saw the methodological 
flaws of the design, but agreed to participate with the knowledge that these groups would 
be utilized as a pilot study and further exploration would be made after the initial focus 
group meetings were conducted. 
The pilot study consisted of two focus groups, each comprised of eight farmers and 
certified crop consultants. The meetings were held in small towns in Central and Eastern 
Iowa. The meetings were audiotape recorded and transcribed. A partial analysis of the 
data was conducted to assist in the identification of stakeholder groups in the pest 
management narrative. A dominant theme that emerged from the pilot study was that the 
participants felt misunderstood. Consequently, they projected blame for the 
misunderstandings onto other people groups which ultimately led to the identification of 
most of the groups that have a stake in pest management 
Participants 
The pilot study identified most of the stakeholders within the issue of pest 
management From this, a naturalistic study was designed and conducted that included 
two multistakeholder groups, a reflecting team and a corporate executive team. 
Stalcfthnlder identification 
The first step in this study was to select representatives that have a stake in pest man­
agement The pilot study yielded most of the people groups, or stakeholders, that have a 
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stake in pest management The remaining stakeholders were identified through snowball 
techniques (Bernard, 1994; Lincoln & Cuba, 1985). Table I displays the kinds of stake­
holders selected for each focus group. 
The participants of the pilot study lamented the media portrayals of frightening and 
inaccurate scenarios caused by the use pesticides, for example, the use of Alar in the apple 
industry. The scenarios concerned the public and were allegedly started by 
environmentalists who consequently got the attention of policy makers. Since urban 
consumers were deemed naive to farming, prerequisite for the urban consimier 
Table 1. Stakeholder participants in each Iowa focus group 
GROUPA GENDER GROUPS GENDER 
Agricultural Economist M Rural Sociologist M 
Conventional Farmer M Conventional Farmer M 
County Legislator M State Legislator F 
Crop and Soil Consultant M Chemical Manufacturer M 
Educator in Extension M Educator in Extension M 
Enviromnentalist M Conservationist M 
Geological Scientist M Entomologist M 
Media Reporter M Media Reporter M 
Organic Farmer M Organic Farmer M 
Organic Grocery Retailer F Grocery Chain Retailer M 
Urban-dwelling Consumer M Urban-dwelling Corjsumer F 
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stakeholders was that they were at least two generations removed from the farm. Also in­
herent to the discussion of consumers, the pilot study revealed their concern for the limi­
tations of available markets and the need for alternative markets. This led to the inclusion 
of large chain grocers and their smaller counterpart, organic grocers. 
Much of the farmers' concerns were contingent on their insatiable need for continued 
information. Identified sources of information led to the inclusion of economics, entomo­
logical science, crop consultancy and the education provided by Extension. Chemical 
manufacturing was an obvious stakeholder in the pesticide discussion since they not only 
provide information, but also product 
Farmers have an obvious stake in pest management A decision to divide farmers into 
two types was made by the researcher. One type was conventional farmers, or those that 
use pesticides. The second type was organic farmers, or those that do not use pesticides. 
This division into two groups was based on purposive sampling (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). 
The purpose was to ensure the inclusion of those that use alternative methods of pest 
management into the dialogue. 
Two other stakeholders were identified by purposive means. The pilot study dis­
cussed qualiQr of life issues, that is, interests of the farmer other than the actual practices 
of farming. Examples of quali^ of life for farmers are vocational satisfaction, independ­
ence, carrying on the tradition of farming, raising children in a rural environment living in 
the country and the farmer's "feel'* of the soil. These are issues that social scientists tend 
to examine, hence, the inclusion of rural sociology as a stakeholder. 
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The second purposive stakeholder was a geologist While constructing the sample 
frame through snowball techniques, some concern was expressed that current pest man­
agement practices threaten the ecological system that surrounds agriculture. The eco­
system includes soil, surface and ground water and other natural and mineral resources. 
These are issues that geologists consider. 
SralffthnlHer focus group participant recruitment 
Once the stakeholder groups were identified, the actual participant recruitment re­
sulted from snowball and purposive techniques (Bernard, 1994; Lincoln & Guba, 1985). 
That is, names of people who tended to fit the stakeholder profile were acquired from 
members and databases of the Leopold Center. The profile included, first, the need for the 
individual to provide good representation of their stakeholder group. Second, the individ­
ual had to live and work within the designated region of Iowa. Third, the individual had 
to live within a reasonable driving distance of their respective research site. 
When potential participants were contacted by phone, the researcher introduced him­
self as a doctoral student in the marital and family therapy program at Iowa State Univer­
sity. He further explained that he was part of a project sponsored by the Leopold Center 
for Sustainable Agriculture that was fimded by Ciba-Geigy Chemical Corporation. The 
project, he explained, was to examine two research interests from within focus groups of 
the stakeholders in pest management The first was to explore new options for pest man­
agement and the second was to observe the conversation of the stakeholders as they dis­
cussed new options. Subsequendy, they were asked if they would be interested in partici­
pating in the researcher's dissertation research. 
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To those that were interested, possible session times were discussed. If they were 
unavailable, they were asked for names and phone numbers of people of similar profession 
or interest and thanked for their time. This process was useful for building a sampling 
frame (i.e., snowball sampling technique) and continual discovery of social networics 
(Bernard, 1994; Spradley, 1979). Appointments were scheduled for the focus group ses­
sions with those people who were willing and able to participate. Additionally, their 
mailing address was gained for future notification. They were informed that the sessions 
would be audiotape recorded, transcribed, and all identifiable information would be re­
moved. The stakeholders that would comprise the Central Iowa Group were also in­
formed that the session would be videotape recorded. 
Of the participants that did not have fimding from their respective organization, they 
were informed that financial compensation would be made available. These included the 
farmers, environmentalists and urban consumers. 
The individuals who were actually included in the stakeholder focus groups were pri­
marily male with minimal female representation. This was not intended, but the pool of 
names of potential stakeholders was predominantly male. Great effort was made to recruit 
the women in the pool of names. All women contacted were interested and willing, but 
most were unable to participate. In fact, all of the people originally contacted were eager 
to participate, but final selection was based on schedule consistency of the stakeholders 
and researcher. Consequently, stakeholder representation became the primary focus of 
participant elicitation. 
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Corporate executive participant recruitment 
Resultant firom the snowball sampling techniques, it was deemed important to gain a 
perspective from corporate executives of the chemical industry. Interestingly, three 
manufacturing companies expressed interest in the study and two of them expressed an 
interest in purchasing the results. This request was denied. One company was selected 
and the participation of four of their executives (Table 2) was obtained through an em­
ployee of the company known by E)r. Vorley. They were informed of the purposes and 
procedures of the study and told that the sessions would be audiotape recorded, tran­
scribed, and all identifiable information would be removed. The corporate site was in a 
state other than Iowa. For purposes of anonymity, the company will rpmain unidentified. 
Reflecting team 
Not only is a narrative affected by what individuals hear others saying, but it is also 
affected by how individuals feel they are being perceived by others (Cooley, 1956/1909). 
Table 2. Focus group participants of top ranking executives of a major chemical manu­
facturing company 
PARTICIPANTS GENDER 
Vice-president of the Disease Control Business Unit M 
Vice-president of Planning M 
Vice-president of Environmental Public Affairs M 
Vice-president of Research and Development in Crop Protection M 
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In response, family therapy has utilized a process called the reflecting team (Andersen, 
1991,1993; H. Anderson, 1993; Smith, Sells & Clenenger, 1994). A reflecting team is a 
group of therapists that, with the knowledge of the family and their attending clinician, 
views the therapy session through a one-way mirror. At some point, typically the end of 
the session, the team trades places with the family and clinician who then observes the 
reflecting team as they tentatively (Hoffoian-Hennessay & Davis, 1993) offer their 
observations, ideas and opinions of the individuals, group and process. 
The following provides an explanation of the atmosphere of "not knowing" diat is 
created by the therapist, and in this case, the reflecting team; 
Conversational questions come from a postion of not knowing and are the therapist's 
primary tool. They involve responsive or active listening, which requires attending to 
the clients' stories in a distinct way, immersing oneself in clients' conversations, 
talking with them about their concerns, and trying to grasp their current story and 
what gives it shape... The questions are not formed by the therapist's preconceived 
theories of what the story should be Conversational questions are, therefore, not 
generated by technique, method or a preset template of questions (Andersen, 1991, 
pp. 330-331). 
In the supportive and non-judgmental environment, the family and clinician gain the out­
side observers' perspectives of them and their situation. If the fluid, plastic self is shaped 
through interactions with others, then it stands to reason that people in conversation 
would be changed that ultimately would effect the larger social construction of reality 
(Gergen, 1985, 1991a, 1991b; Hoffman, 1990). 
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The concept of the reflecting team was utilized in this study of pest managemenL 
The participants of the Reflecting Team were purposively selected by the researcher. A 
team of six people, all holding doctoral degrees, were selected for their knowledge of pest 
management and/or their knowledge of human interaction and process (Table 3). They 
were informed that the sessions would be audio and video tape recorded, transcribed and 
all identifiable information would be removed. 
Table 3. Reflecting Team that observed and commented on Stakeholder Group 2 
PARTICIPANTS GENDER 
Agricultural Technician M 
Agronomist M 
Futurist in Agriculture M 
Marital and Family Therapist M 
Marital and Family Therapist F 
Rural Sociologist M 
Those directly familiar with pest management were the Agricultural Technician and 
the Agronomist The Futurist in Agriculture and the Rural Sociologist were knowledgable 
of the social dynamics of agriculture. Two Family Therapists were selected for their 
knowledge of human interaction and the process of reflecting teams, one of whom, was 
raised on a farm in Iowa. 
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Setting Description 
Stakeholder Focus Group A 
Stakeholder Focus Group A met in a room in an Eastern Iowa county agricultural 
extension office. The room was a large meeting room with three large tables that were 
pushed together to form one large table. Metal folding chairs were placed around the 
table for each participant Tabletop name cards were randomly placed at different settings 
to enable researcher and stakeholder identification. The researcher had a microcassette 
recorder in front of him with a tabletop microphone extended to the center of the table. 
Dr. Vorley sat across the table from the researcher. 
Another table was placed at one end of the room with fruit, breads, coffee and a cold 
fruit drink that had been catered by a local establishment Ice was sealed in the container 
that held the fruit drink to ensure that people did not have ice in their cups during the 
session. This is important because the noise of ice in plastic cups makes a sound that 
threatens a clear hearing of the voices during the transcription process. 
Stakeholder Focus Group B 
Stakeholder Focus Group B met at the Marital and Family Therapy Clinic on the 
campus of Iowa State University. The entrance opens into the reception area of the clinic 
where the participants received their self-adhesive name cards at the receptionist desk. A 
table was set with fruit, breads, coffee and a cold fruit drink that had been catered in by 
the university food service. The ice in the fruit drink was also contained. 
Down the hall from the reception area is a small classroom with three tables where 
the participants were welcomed and introduced to the project, its purposes and 
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procedures. Across the ball from the classroom is a room that is used for therapy. It has 
two VCR cameras on electronic swivels that are mounted on two walls opposite each 
other. One wall has a large window with a drawn opaque curtain. There is a one-way 
mirror on one wall with the mirror side facing into the room. Padded upright chairs were 
placed in a circle for each of the participants, the researcher and host. In front of the 
researcher was a small table that held the microcassette recorder and tabletop microphone. 
Reflecting Team 
The Reflecting Team also met at the Marital and Family Therapy Clinic on the 
campus of Iowa State UniversiQr. They entered the same place, received similar name tags 
and gathered in the same classroom as the participants of Stakeholder Focus Group B. 
The room next to the therapy room where Group B met is a small room. There is 
also a large window with a closed opaque curtain. The room has the back of the one-way 
mirror to enable people in the room to view into the therapy room. The room has the 
technical equipment that operates the VCR cameras and recorder. There is also a speaker 
that enables the inhabitants of the room to hear the dialogue on the other side of the 
mirror in the adjacent therapy room. Padded upright chairs were placed in the room that 
allowed comfortable viewing thiough the mirrored window. 
Chemical manufacturing atecutive group 
The chemical manufacturing executive focus group was held in a medium-sized 
conference room at the corporate headquarters in a state other than Iowa. The room had 
a large conference table in the middle with padded swivel chairs around it The exterior 
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wall of the room was constructed with windows that revealed the outside grounds. Coffee 
and chilled cans of carbonated beverages were provided. 
Procedure 
Figure 2 provides a flow diagram of the sessions and information flows. Following is 
a descripdon of the procedures used at the sessions. 
PrRliminarv notices 
All participants of Stakeholder Groups A, B and the Reflecting Team were sent a 
letter three weeks prior to the first session. The letter included the date, time and location 
of the first session. Also included with the letter to the participants of Focus Group B and 
Reflecting Team was a parking pass and map depicting the location of the Family Therapy 
Clinic on the ISU campus. All participants of Stakeholder Groups A, B and the Reflecting 
Team were contacted and reminded by telephone 3 to 5 days before the first session. 
htroduction to the studv 
Prior to the beginning of the first sessions, all participants were given Informed 
Consent and Permission To Audiotape/Videotape forms to read and sign (Appendix A). 
They were also reminded that they could withdraw from the study at any time. A 
preliminary explanation of the study was then presented to each of the focus groups. 
First, Dr. Vorley explained that the overall purpose in his international project was to 
discover new business opportunities for pest management Second, this researcher 
expressed that his interest in the study was to gain an understanding of the human 
phenomena that occurs when the stakeholders of pest management interact. 
STAKEHOLDER 
<»OI)PE 
Sessioftm STAKEHOU^ GROUPA 
Ses^mUl 
Hgure 2. Display of the process used in the Stakeholder Analysis of pest management. 
The boxes depict the consecutive order (from top to bottom) of the stakeholder focus 
group sessions over an eight week period. The vertical arrows depict the feedback and 
summary of the previous session to each group. The diagonal arrows depict the cross-
fertilization of ideas between groups. 
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The participants were told what the time frame of the session would be. They were 
informed where the restrooms were. They were asked to speak clearly and that only one 
conversation would occur in the room at a time. The researcher also noted that focus 
group facilitation often results in the interruption of dialogue. Consequendy, he offered a 
public apology at the outset of the study. The participants were informed that they would 
not be allowed to bring anything into the session with the exception of a clear notepad and 
writing instrument Finally, the participants were given an opportunity to ask any 
questions. 
Round I 
Round I began with a session of the Eastern Iowa Stakeholder Group (Group A) on 
Tuesday, August 1, 1995 from 1:30 to 3:00 p.m. The Central Iowa Stakeholder Group 
(Group B) met the following day from 9:30 to 11:30 a.m. 
The session began with the participants stating their name, town or city of residence 
and vocation. The introduction served two purposes. First, everyone became acquinted 
with the other participants and what stakeholder group they represented. Second, this 
served to orient and enable the transcriber to match voices with names. 
Following, the researcher slowly asked the following Grand-Tour Question 
(Spradley, 1979) twice: you could take the way agricultural pests are managed, shake it 
up and reassemble it in a way that makes more sense to you, what would it look like? The 
purpose of diis question was to be open-ended and not bait the discussion in any direction. 
It was also designed to cause the primary issues to emerge during the first round of focus 
groups. 
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The sessions were conducted in focus group format (Merton, 1987; Merton, Fiske & 
Kendall, 1956) by allowing the discussion to take its own course. Throughout the 
sessions, various questioning types (Bernard, 1994) and styles (Spradley, 1979) were 
used. The researcher pressed for occasional clariQr of unclear statements made by the 
participants. The researcher prodded for reactions from other participants on what had 
been said by another participant 
Subsequent to a 90-minute discussion, the researcher abruptly stopped the session. 
Group A was thanked for their participation, the date and time of the following round was 
aimounced, and the group was adjourned. Group B and the Reflecting Team (RT) were 
given a 5-minutB break and then reconvened in the opposite rooms for 25 minutes. 
During the break, the chairs in both rooms were reorganized to allow proper seating for 
both groups. 
Two members of the RT had experience in the reflecting team process. They 
informed the other members that the purpose was to discuss their reactions of the session 
in a non-critical style. The researcher observed the Reflecting Team with Group B. He 
interupted the RT session promptly at 11:30. Speaking from the same room where the RT 
was currently seated, he also addressed Group B as they observed through the one-way 
mirror in the adjacent room. He thanked them for their participation, the date and time of 
the following round was announced, and the group was adjourned. 
The sessions were transcribed within one week. The flow of the discussions were 
reduced into a brief summary. Additionally, a brief analysis of the sessions were done to 
enable the development of the mini-tour questions for the next round of sessions. 
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In the second week subsequent to the Round I sessions, the participants were mailed 
a cover letter that thanked them for their participation and reminded of the date and time 
of Round n. The cover letter also requested that the participants review the enclosed 
summaries for possible corrections. 
The three summary documents of Groups A, B and the RT were included in the 
mailing to serve two functions. Hrst, each group would be able to see and respond to the 
researcher's summary of the session, thus providing a member check. The member check 
is designed to maintain the iniegrity^ of the stakeholders' views to the present status of the 
analysis. This corrects the trajectory of the ongoing analysis and heightens the precision 
for the final results document Second, the introduction of the summaries would allow a 
cross-fertilization of ideas between the groups, thereby introducing new information into 
the narratives of the groups. 
Round n 
Round H began with a session of Group A on Monday, August 28,1995 from 1:30 to 
3:00 p.m- Group B met the following day from 9:30 to 11:30 a.m. For the sake of 
transcriber recognition, the sessions began with a brief self-introduction by the 
participants. The participants of each group were then asked for their reactions to the 
summaries of the previous sessions. As a result of the member check, the coirections 
were noted by the researcher. The participants were also asked for reactions to the 
session summaries of the other focus groups. 
Following the introductions and member check, the researcher asked predetermined 
semi-structured questions. These questions were based on the curiosity and desire for 
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further clarity of the researcher that resulted from the analyses of the Round I sessions. 
The format was conducted similar to the previous sessions. However, the researcher 
played a much more active role. Rather than allowing long participant discourses, the 
researcher asked more focused questions and elicited more circularity. 
Similar to Round I, the sessions were stopped at their designated times. Group B 
heard the reflections of the RT, and the participants were reminded of the next session and 
dismissed. Likewise, summaries were constructed and sent out to the participants. 
Analyses of the Round n sessions were also conducted. 
Chemical manufacturing executive session 
The two-hour session with the four vice-presidents of the chemical manufacturing 
corporation (Table 2) began with self-introductions. Dr. Vorley followed with a six 
minute presentation of the overall purpose of his international study and its current status. 
After responding to their questions, Vorley introduced this researcher. 
Using an overhead projector and overlay transparencies, the researcher presented the 
purpose, design and intended outcomes of the stakeholder analysis. The preliminary 
results of the first two rounds of the study were presented. Questions, comments and 
reactions were then elicited from the participants. Twenty-four minutes were allocated for 
this process. The following 90 minutes was spent in focus group format 
The researcher asked semi-structured questions based on the current results of the 
stakeholder analyses and his personal curiosity. The first set of questions intended to 
explore their view of the structure of pest management and an identification of the 
inherent stakeholders. Second, they were asked to identify their dilemmas while pursuing 
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pest management options. Third, the focus group was asked to disclose how they came 
up with conceptual designs for pest management The fourth line of questioning explored 
their views on stakeholder negotiations such as their participation in the dialogue and their 
perceptions of the benefits and limitations of stakeholder dialogue. Also explored was 
how they protect trade secrets while in these discussions. The fifth line of questioning 
explored their reactions to the belief that the chemical industry controls agriculture. If 
they agreed, their ethical and long term considerations would be elicited along with the 
source of these considerations. If they did not agree, an inquiry of who they believe 
controls agriculture. A final line of questioning to be asked of the chemical executives 
was related to information technology. That is, did they believe that information 
technology would make chemicals more socially acceptable. 
The focus group was halted at the predetermined time, the members were thanked for 
their participation and the meeting was adjourned. The session was transcribed and 
analyzed. 
Round in 
Round in began with a session of Group B on Monday, September 18,1995 from 
9:30 to 11:30 a.m. Group A met the following Wednesday, September 20, from 1:30 to 
3:00 p.m. The sessions began with a brief self-introduction by the participants followed by 
the member check and reactions to the other groups' session summary. 
The participants were then presented with a summary of the focus group meeting that 
included the format of the session, job titles of the attending vice-presidents and some of 
the personal reactions of the researcher derived from his notes, audit trail and memory of 
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their responses to the semi-structured questions. Reactions and questions were elicited 
from Stakeholder Groups A and B. The participants were then presented the preliminary 
results of the study and their reactions were requested. Specific questions were asked of 
the particpants for precision and clarity of the study. If there was disagreement, 
correction was ascertained. 
Participant debriefing session 
The participants of the two stakeholder groups and the Reflecting Team were asked 
to remain for one half-hour subsequent to the third and final session. The purpose of the 
debriefing session was to elicit reactions or feedback to any part of their experience as a 
participant of the study. 
The debriefing session of the Central Iowa Stakeholder Group and the Reflecting 
Team occurred concurrently in the same classroom where they met before the first 
session. Members of the Corporate Executive Group were also asked to remain for a few 
minutes after their session for debriefing. 
Data Collection 
Documentation can take many forms and levels of rigor. Flip charts and note-taking 
are often used to document the discussions. The problem with these methods is that most 
of the dialogue, language and terms are lost leaving a simple distillation of Uioughts. 
These methods obviously serve their purpose when only a simple analysis is required. 
Documenting events that occur in a stakeholder analysis is essential (Morgan, 1988, 
1993). The analyst attempts to develop ideas that are theoretically grounded in the data 
(Broadhead, 1983; Glaser & Strauss, 1967, 1970; Strauss, 1987,1991; Strauss & Corbin, 
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1990; Weiner, 1981) that can ultimately be traced back to the data (Mayhew & Alessi, 
1994). The various fonns of documentation used in this study were audiotape and video­
tape recordings, transcriptions from the recordings and various types of field notes. 
Audiotape and videotape 
The desired method for this study sought to capture everything that was said. As a 
result, all the focus group and debrief sessions were audiotape recorded. The focus group 
sessions of the Central Iowa Group and the Reflecting Team were also videotape 
recorded. At points when the audiocassette tapes needed to be changed, the researcher 
stopped the dialogue of the session, changed the tape and resumed the discussion. The 
tapes were labeled with the group name, session number and date for identification and 
management purposes. 
Transcription 
A transcriptionist was procured for the study. This person had no direct relationship 
with the study, researcher or participants. She was also informed that confidentiality was 
insisted upon and that she spoke to no one about the participants or sessions. The 
sessions were transcribed to the best of her ability. The researcher subsequently reviewed 
the transcripts while listening to the tapes to make corrections. The researcher removed 
all identifiable information (e.g., names, employers, city of residence) of the stakeholders 
from the transcripts. Finally, the documents were formatted with the top, bottom and left 
margins set at .5" and the right margin set at 3". 
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Field notes 
Bernard (1994) stated that the difference between field work and field experience is 
field notes. The researcher kept three types of field notes. First, jottings (Bernard, 1994) 
were made daring the sessions on a note pad to enable recall. Second, after each session, 
the researcher withdrew to write notes OBemard, 1994) that included the methodological 
techniques of data collection in addition to notes of personal development as an instrument 
and field worker. The notes of the researcher were descriptive of what was observed 
during the session and analytic of the organization of the moltistakeholder culture. A third 
kind of field notes that was kept was an audit trail (Spradley, 1979). An audit trail is 
similar to Bernard's (1994) diary that includes the feelings and perceptions of the 
relationships by the researcher. The field notes prove to be important in data analysis for 
interpretation of observed phenomena and personal biases. 
All entries made in the three type of field notes were coded with the date of entry and 
an attachment to identify the source of the entry. For example, while reviewing the 
transcripts, when a thought or question emerged to the researcher, he noted it in the audit 
trail and cited the session, page and speaker in the transcript where the thought or 
question could be traced. If a thought came to the researcher while reviewing other 
literature, the source of literature was cited and coded. 
Equipment used 
A microcassette audiotape-recorder with an extended tabletop microphone was used 
at all of the sessions. Videotape recording equipment was used at all of the Stakeholder 
Group B and the Reflecting Team sessions. Two cameras on swivels and mounted on 
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adjacent walls of the room were used. An overhead projector was used at the Chemical 
Manufacturing Executive Group session and Round HI of Stakeholder Groups A and B 
and the Reflecting Team. A Gateway 486 computer with Microsoft Word for Windows 
and Excel was utilized for text management 
Data Analysis 
The transcripts were analyzed for narrative (Bruner, 1990; Cronon, 1992; Riessman, 
1993; Schafer, 1992; see also Bakhtin, 1981,1986) and content (Krippendorff, 1980; Na-
menwirth & Weber, 1987; Stone, Dunphy, Smith & Ogilvie, 1966; Weber, 1990). An 
ethnographic approach was used to discover, identify and coordinate the units of sociocul-
tural knowledge held within and between stakeholders (Bernard, 1994; Denzin & Lincoln, 
1994; Guba & Lincohi, 1989; Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Spradley, 1979). 
A thick description (Geertz, 1973) emerged of the many layers of social and linguistic 
phenomena that simultaneously occurred during the session. In other words, there are 
many layers of complexity happening at the same time. For instance, there are the actual 
words that are being communicated on one level, personal posturing occurs on another 
level and alliances and coalitions are being established at still another leveL A taxonomy 
of themes emerged from the final analysis of transcripts and field notes. 
Transcript management and analysis 
Tesch (1990) argues that there is no right way of analyzing naturalistic data although 
a consistent method must be used and documented. Although numerous sources were 
influential, the methods of analysis were primarily derived from Bernard (1994), Spradley 
(1979), Lincoln and Guba (1985) and Joanning (personal communication, 1994). Since 
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the researcher is an instrumenu the analysis began at the moment of data collection until 
the final documentation of the entire project 
Bernard (1994) suggests that ethnographic text management and analysis includes an 
ocular scan (Le., eyeballing) and an interocular scan (Le., the patterns hit you between the 
eyes!). Pattern emergence results from complete immersion into the data. The tedious 
process of transcript editing provides great immersion of the researcher into the data. 
Throughout the transcript edit thoughts and questions emerge that are simultaneuously 
added to the audit traU. 
Once the transcripts were edited, formatted and printed into a hard copy, they were 
read and the idea segments (Tesch, 1990) were underlined. Idea segments are words or 
phrases that caught the attention of the researcher. Apart from the brief pauses for 
underlining, the entire transcript of the session was read at one sitting. Upon completion, 
notes were made into the audit trail. This process was immediately repeated at the same 
sitting. 
The next step was to paraphrase each statement made by each participant The 
researcher arduously endeavored to distill the comments with accurate representation of 
what was said. The paraphrased summaries were written in the right margin of the page 
next to the actual statement This added to the immersion of the researcher into the data. 
Following this process, a line was drawn horizontally across the page to mark where 
a change in the topic of conversation occurred. The topic of conversation was entided at 
the beginning of each section and highlited in orange. The transitions between topics were 
reviewed and items of interest to the researcher were noted in the audit trail. 
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Next, within each topic, identified themes (Spradley, 1979) within the topics were 
titled in the right margin and highlited in yellow. Statements and phrases in the text that 
supported the theme were also highlited in yellow. The themes are resultant from de-
contextualization, a synthesis of idea segments into themes and grounded in the language 
of the participants (Tesch, 1990), 
To be considered a theme, the researcher maintained a requirement that at least three 
people needed to be contributory to the thematic discussion. This rule was designated to 
prevent one person's dominant discourse, or an aliance of two, to be considered of 
substantial significance. Also, the three or more voices in the discussion did not have to 
be in agreement, but at least participatory. These themes informed the questions to be 
used in the second and third rounds of the Stakeholder Groups and the Corporate 
Executive Group. Ultimately, these themes were continually checked, corrected or omited 
during the member checks. 
Each theme was written on single pages of Post-it note pads. These pages, a product 
of 3M Corporation, have an adhesive on one edge of the page to enable easy adherance, 
removal and re-adherance to surfaces. The pages were posted on a large, bare wall, 
grouped into semantic relationships (Spradley, 1979) or logical types. These groups of 
themes constituted the domains (Spradley, 1979). Themes could appear in more than one 
domain. 
Field notes 
The jottings, notes and audit trail were continually revisited vis-a-vis the transcript 
analysis. Thoughts, notes and questions that resulted from this examination were included 
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into the audit trail. Subsequent to the execution and analysis of the focus group session, 
the jottings, notes and audit trail were electronically translated into a MS Word document 
This was done to ease the management of the information during the integrative analysis. 
Integrative analysis 
Using software managment c^abilities, the domains, themes and field notes were 
merged into a database document. The domains were listed in the first column. The 
themes that supported the domains were in the second column. The jottings, notes and 
audit trail notes were itemized according to the domains they supported in the third, fourth 
and fifth columns, respectively. Finally, all of the transcripts were merged in chronological 
order into one document, or the query document. From the domains, themes, field notes 
and memory of the researcher, words and phrases were selected to search the query 
document The findings of the query were used to further add support and/or clarity to 
the domains. These findings were contextualized into reasonable cuts from the larger 
dialogue of the participant(s) that served to illustrate the domain while maintaining 
integriQr to the larger dialogical text The cuts of dialogue were then placed in the sixth 
colunm of the database vis-a-vis its respective domain. The contents of the sixth column 
comprised direct quotes (bat grounded (Broadhead, 1983; Glaser & Strauss, 1967,1970; 
Strauss, 1987, 1991; Strauss & Corbin, 1990; Weiner, 1981) the domains into the 
participant dialogue. 
Methods For Verification And Rigor 
Lincoln and Guba (1985) itemize steps that can be utilized to heighten the 
trustworthiness of the results of a qualitative study. It is incumbant on the researcher to 
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provide the consumer of his research reasons to believe the results. This should instill 
confidence that the results are credible, dependable, transferable and confirmable. 
Credibilitv 
Similar to the establishment of internal validity in quantitative research, credibility 
determines that the tealiQr of the researcher is consistent with the reali^ of the 
participants. Numerous approaches were utilized to establish and maintain credibility. 
First, triangulation of the data was utilized. Triangulation of data involves the use of 
various methods of data collection. First, data was collected through audiocassette and 
videocassette recordings, jottings, field notes and audit trail joumaling. 
A second form of establishing credibility was the fiequent and ongoing peer 
debriefing that occurred with the co-host. Together, the researcher and co-host traveled 
to and from the sessions, participated in all of the sessions, reviewed the transcripts and 
continually discussed every aspect of the study at every leveL 
Third, the participants were provided summary documents of every session. 
Additionally, member checks were conducted throughout the study. This allowed the 
participants to respond to the summary documents in addition to occasional verbal checks 
that the researcher conducted at various points of the sessions. The verbal checks were 
used to gain correction or assurance from the participants that the researcher understood 
what was being said. 
Fourth, the researcher remained inunersed in the data and analysis for approximately 
one year and intensively for five months. Likewise, the researcher was in contact with the 
majority of participants for three sessions during the course of two months. Throughout 
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the process, the researcher utilized negative case analysis (Lincoln & Guba, 1985), a 
process that allows the newly acquired data to refine the preceding interpretations of the 
data. 
The participant debrief sessions provided a fifth means of established credibility. The 
debrief session allowed the participants a final opportunity to express problems, contempt 
or disagreement with the researcher, his methods and/or findings. 
Dependability 
Lincoln and Guba (198S) likens dependability to reliability, its counterpart in 
quantitative research. The data collection methods, analysis procedures and results must 
be consistent, clearly stated and open to examination and scrutiny. Dependability was 
secured through the triangulation of multiple data resources. Likewise, the data collection 
and analysis procedures were documented in the audit trail. Due to the nature of the 
emergent design of naturalistic research, the audit trail provides a type of road map that 
the researcher travailed throughout the study; the plans, difficulties, and changes. This 
allows an outside reviewer to examine the study. Throughout the study, the research 
process and procedures were open to the scrutiny of the the co-host, observers and 
auditors. 
Transferabilitv 
Analogous to external validity of quantitative research, transferability ensures that 
the results of the study can be applied or generalized to other contexts (Marshall & 
Rossman, 199S). First, the rationale for purposive sampling and procedures for 
participant recruitment was detailed. Second, the characteristics of the participants. 
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physical context and methods were provided. Third, a clear explanation of the 
researcher's interests and biases were offered that could have had an influence on the 
study. 
Confirmabilitv 
It is incumbant on the researcher to ensure that the data is traceable to its original 
source. Akin to the pursuit of objectivity or neutrality in quantitative research, 
confirmability is indicated when the data and process are grounded in the experience of 
the participants (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). The multi-methods of data collection (e.g., 
audiocassette and videocassette recordings, jottings, field notes and audit trail joumaling) 
and management (e.g., transcripts, database document), peer review of the data, member-
checking and the scrutiny of the observers and auditors furnish confirmability to the study. 
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CHAPTER rV. RESULTS 
Participation 
Group A consisted of 11 stakeholders who lived in or around a city in eastern Iowa. 
All 11 (1.00) participants were present for Round L Nine of the eleven participants (.82) 
were present at Round n and ten (.91) stakeholders participated in Round HL Table 4 
depicts which stakeholders attended each session. The Legislator and Member of the 
Media were absent for Round n and the Crop Consultant was unable to participate in 
Round in. Overall participation in this group was .91. 
Group B was also comprised of 11 stakeholders from a ciQr in central Iowa and the 
surrounding area. Table 5 itemizes the stakeholder representation and participation. All 
11 (1.00) stakeholders participated in Round I, nine (.82) participated in Round H and 
eight (.73) participated in Round HI. Overall participation in this group was .85. 
Of the six members of the Reflecting Team, five (.83) were present for Round I, six 
(1.00) were present for Round n and four (.67) were present at Round HL Table 6 
displays the Reflecting Team member and their participation. Overall participation in this 
group was .83. 
The overall participation in the three waves of data collection for Round I was .96, 
.86 in Round n and .82 for Round m. AU four (1.00) of the participants attended the 
single session of the Corporate Executive Group. 
At this point, three resultant domains from the study will be discussed. The first 
domain is Triple-S: The Organization of the Pest Management System. The second 
domain is the Logical Types of Systems. The third domain discussed is Education as 
; 
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Table 4. Participant attendance of Stakeholder Group A (Eastern Iowa) 
PARTICIPANT ROUND I ROUND n ROUND HI 
Conventional Farmer • • • 
Crop Consultant • • 
Economist • • • 
Educator • • • 
Environmentalist • • • 
Geologist • • • 
Grocery Retailer • • • 
Legislator • • 
Member of the media • • 
Organic Farmer • • • 
Urban resident • • 
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Table S. Participant attendance of Stakeholder Group B (Central Iowa) 
PARTICIPANT ROUND I ROUND H ROUND HI 
Chemical Manufacturer • • • 
Conservationist • • • 
Conventional Farmer • • 
Educator • • 
Entomologist • • • 
Grocery Retailer • 
Legislator • • • 
Member of the media • • • 
Organic Farmer • • • 
Sociologist • • • 
Urban resident • • 
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Table 6. Participant attendance of the Reflecting Team 
PARTICIPANT ROUND I ROUND H ROUND HI 
Agricultural Technologist • • 
Agrononust • • • 
Family Therapist I • • • 
Family Therapist n • • 
Futurist • • • 
Sociologist • • 
Solution. Each of the three domains are grounded in the remarks of the stakeholders. 
The remarks are direct quotes from the participants and are identified by the respective 
stakeholder group that th^ represent. Their comments are presented in italicized type. 
The only edits made to the remarks are illustrated in brackets. These edits were made to 
protect the confidentiality of the participants or to provide the reader with an explanation 
of what the speaker may have cryptically referred. 
Diialired debate 
In the beginning stages of the study, stakeholders appeared to line up all along the 
preferential spectrum of chemical usage. The state legislator from Group B said in the 
first round: 
I think there's a continuum. There's a place for the prevention and 
there's a place for, at some point, the inputs. 
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As the first sessions proceeded, however, the stakeholders recognized that the dynamics of 
the discussion created a pressure to identify themselves or be identified by others as either 
pro-chemical or anti-chemical. That is, as the discussion increasingly became more con­
flicted, people were either driven or perceived to uphold extreme positions. When asked 
about this polarism, the emomologist in Group B said: 
I think people get pigeon-holed. If I'm talking, ifI even mention 
chemicals, maybe I'm over here [gestures to the right], you're put­
ting me clear aver here on this end dawn here [gestures to the left]. 
Triple-S: The Organization Of The Pest Management System 
Likewise, the conventional fiirmer in Group A resented being placed in an extreme pro-
chemical light when he said: 
I don't think any farmer wants to use arching that he thinks is 
going to hurt the environment whether it's chemicals, fertilizer, too 
much manure, or any product. 
When mecutives of the chemical manu&cturing company were asked if they thought the 
pesticide debate had become dualized, one reluctantly replied: 
That's probabfy what it comes dawn to, you know. 
The above statements document how the dualistic nature of the debate maintained an "us 
versus them" type of interaction that threatened fiirther progress. 
Elements of the system 
As previously discussed, the debate of pest management quickly became dualized 
around the use of chemicals. However, upon carefiil scrutiny of the data, it became ap-
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parent that there are not merely two sides of the dialogue. Rather, the discussion was seen 
as three parts. A triangle of stakeholder groups that gathered around the pest manage­
ment issue were conceptualized as the Triple-S: System, Science and Sustemmce. Fol­
lowing is a discussion of the three groups of the Triple-S and how th^ are uniquely dif­
ferent based on the stakeholder participation, merit system, and view point (Table 7). 
Table 7. The Triple-S Debate 
SYSTEM SCIENCE SUSTENANCE 
PEOPLE GROUP Banks, Corporations, 
Corporate Farmers, 
Govenmient 
Scientists Conservationists, Envi­
ronmentalists, Organic 
Farmers 
MERIT SYSTEM Mon^ Discovery Sustenance of human 
and natural resources 
VIEWPOINT Short-sighted Hind-sighted Far-sighted 
System 
When stakeholders expressed a sense of powerlessness, certain entities were identi­
fied as the source of the problem. It was generically identified as "The System." The 
System was identified as any entity that controlled the decisions and therefore controlled 
agriculture. The entities categorized in the System were large corporations 
(manufacturers and &nns), banks and government. An organic grocery retailer in Group 
A said: 
But it just seems to me that around the comer may be the opportu­
nity for every farmer that's now working the iand to work as Just a 
manager that his parents might have owned but now it's owned by 
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some giant international corporation and believe me, they are not 
worried about soul, spirit or arching else and they'll grow organic 
or commercial, depentUng on whatever brings in the very best 
buck. 
The following exchange between a poli<^-maker and an organic farmer occurred in 
Group B: 
Policy There is no such thing as a famify farm anymore. They are 
corporations, th^ 're businesses... 
Org. farmer But the system you are talking about is supported by the 
legislature and Iowa State University research... 
Policy . ..It's a reaction to the forces that are going on, and it's 
concentration, it's economics ... 
Org. farmer I have a goodfriend that... is having a devil of a time get­
ting a farm locm to get back tm his feet. He pasture/farrow 
hogs. Bankers do not believe in pasture/farrowing hogs. 
Interestingly, whenever a stakeholder that had been identified as a member of the 
System displayed honest vulnerability, the stakeholder no longer was treated as an enemy. 
For instance, the above discussion between the policy-maker and the organic fanner oc­
curred subsequent to the conventional fanner's statement that, on the average, he needs to 
earn $40,000 annually for his family to live. Prior to that, the conventional Arming prac­
tices of pest management were defined as the problem due to their use of chemicals. 
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Once he expressed his vulnerability, it sent some stakeholders, and ultimately the 
dialogue, into disequilibrium until the stakeholders could establish a new scapegoat. It 
was at this point that the System emerged as the enti^ maintaining the dysfunctional prac­
tices of pest management. The &rmer was seen as a hostage to the present practices. This 
phenomenon exemplified how human systems have linguistic mechanisms to equilibrate 
and selfKX>rrect. 
The vantage point of System tends to be short-sighted; approximately five years. The 
conventional fanner of Group A said: 
But personally I don't go much more than a five year pUm. You 
have a general idea, you know, I might want to have more acres 
ten years from now or you have a son coming up or something like 
that. To me it's changing so fast that I don't try to lock arching... 
The policy-maker in Group B expressed fiustration about the short-sightedness: 
Speakingfrom the political process, you know we're talking in 
most cases, two-year terms. So most legislators think in two 
years... We don't think, I mean we as a society, especially in the 
United States, we don't think long term. We think in just short little 
blocks of time and you can't think and anticipate what these issues 
are gonna be and how to solve them.. And we just don't have time, 
we don't take the time, maybe that's a better wc^ , in the legislature, 
in the political arena, to look at the big picture and decide what 
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the big picture is going to be and how to deal with it...But it's not 
going to happen and I'm feeling a little pessimistic about it. 
The measurement of merit used within the System is money. That is, mon^ is the 
motivating force within their existance. An organic grocer in Group A reported that the 
System maintains current practices with money: 
And if you go to the bank cmdyou SCQ  ^ I've got this great idea. I've 
got a vision. I'm hard working. I have a plan, a study. I even have 
people lean consult with...and the bankersjust send them outta 
here. You're a weirdo, we have no interest in loaning you any 
money. Without credit you can't produce. 
An executive of planning within the chemical manufacturing group stated that although 
scientific guards are used to ensure safety, in the end, mon^r is the player; 
As [executive of environmental public afi&irs] xad, we do the sci­
ence and we make sure what we put in the marketplace is not going 
to result in harm. But that's not our driving force. Our driving 
force is return to our stockholders in the end 
Ultimately, the general public is left without the assurance that their best interests are 
protected over the System's drive to make mon^. The urban-dwelling consumer of 
Group B was probed by the researcher on this issue: 
Consumer As a consumer, I think I must watch too many Twenty-
twenty 's because nothing surprises me and I almost expect 
that even though there is all this control and regulation that 
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if the money's big enough or the pressure is great enough or 
whoever might have the money, that it doesn 7 matter haw 
many controls or regulations we have. So my point is my 
trust is very minimal as a consumer. 
Researcher Because...? 
Consumer Because of money again and that there's probably someone, 
and I don't know who thatwouldbe, within the system, if it's 
the corporate giant that has the product they have to get 
through or get back on the market, or change the label, 
whatever it might be, to get it to happen for the wrong rea­
sons then it will happen. It just probably hasn't become 
public yet. So I think trust is very minimal. I think probably 
control and regulation from my perception as a consumer is 
probably overdone but I don't know haw those two come to­
gether because I think greed and money is still the driving 
force. So I dan't have a lot of trust or cartfidence in the sys­
tem. 
Summarily, the voice of System was comprised of corporations, government and banks. 
System maintains a short-term view with an eye on profitability. There was a wide margin 
of distrust of the System but people were fatalistic that things could be different. 
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Science 
The role of Science emerged as another significant voice within the stakeholder dia­
logue. Science serves as a source of information. The crop consultant fi'om Group A 
stated: 
We work closely with Iowa State Extension. They give us a lot of 
information as far as research on current issues. 
Science was also called into question as being too focused as stated by the conservationist 
of Group B; 
I would like to relate to what [the organic &rmer] has said there 
because I think when we have a problem, we have a tendency to 
move in an that particular problem and science focuses on it and 
tries to cure it. I think, and in doing so, we have become so spe­
cialized in hogs, or in soybeans, and we have developed many mo­
nocultures out there based on agriculture practices, the science 
and economics behind it, for the sake of efficiency. 
At a later point, a scientist in Group B who works for a large chemical manufacturer 
warned that decisions need to be based on nothing less than science; 
And to start banning pesticides or to take some of these tools out 
of the box for political or emotional issues, and not based on sci­
ence, dawn the road, I feel, there is going to be a very limiting 
factor to maintaining the WCQ  ^of life you 've got. 
In fact, he confidently went on to say: 
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We got the science, we got the science dawn to fact. What we need 
is better communication. 
On the other hand, he later reported that it is difiScult for science to give finite 
answers because of the complexity: 
/ think in the context that [the Legislator] brings up, in the fact that 
she wants a bottom line answer and she wants it in black and 
white. Is it a yes or no? Can I vote yea or nay? And I think it's with 
everything in science, there's no black and white.. Ami it's tough 
for [the biological scientist] to go ahead and make a recommenda­
tion and write it down in black and white on an eight-and-a-half by 
eleven page and scy okc^ , here's what you ought to do... You know, 
there is no black and white. It's a biological moving system. 
An agricultural technologist of the Reflecting Team observed: 
There was a lot of certainty about the safety of chemicals. So, if it 
is true that the science that produced that result is the same sci­
ence that can't gre^ le with systemic problems, what is the an­
swer? It leads to skepticism. Haw can, in one case you're very 
certain and in another case you're very uncertain when science is 
being used in both cases? 
Additionally, the credibility of Science was called into question by the conservationist 
of Group B when he suggested that Science is being held hostage by the System: 
i 
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Conserv I think that you have to look at the scientist that conies out 
of a corporate structure or you have to look at the scientists 
we have doing the research here in a public institution. I 
think thatflaw of information should be firee, but the time 
doesn't exist, the money isn't cdlocated that y>ay...Ifeel our 
scientists have been sort of hamstringed In other words, you 
go out on a project and this is your baby andyou stick on 
that or else. This comes from the corporate side. 
An entomologist in the same stakeholder group responded: 
There is tremendous pressure for us to get outside fundingfor one 
thing. ..the proposals to get outside funding have to be veryfo­
cused. .. so you end up with a lot of small goals. So that is one 
thing, ami then.. .the drive for refereed publications in scientific 
journals. Some very practiced information is probably not publish-
able in scientific journals. So there are two things that are driving 
the isolation and I ag^ ee with you, it's here. 
Another attempt to bring Science into perspective was made by a rural sociologist in 
Group B who wondered if society's view of science has become part of the problem rather 
than just part of the soloution: 
Iwonder, and I'm not an expert in this area, but I wonder if a lot 
of the pest problems are not really human created problems. I 
think I would like to explore the possibility that with our fascina­
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tion with technology and big science, ami in fact, if we have not 
created about as many problems as we have solved 
In sum, the role of Science is to discover new truth. This is done by designing an ex­
periment, executing it, and publishing the results in a journal. The merit system of Science 
is discovery and uses the amount and weightiness of journal pubUcations as the standard of 
measurement. Although Science studies phenomena that can provide implications for the 
fiiture, its standard of merit is based on historic accounts. Science was observed as hind-
sighted and specific, therefore, unable to answer many questions that are useful to the de­
gree that police-makers, fiumers and the general pubUc would like them to be. 
Sustenance 
The third voice comprising the narrative of stakeholders is Sustenance, whose pri­
mary interest is simply to sustain life. Sustenance desires a means of agriculture that will 
ensure the health and safety of natural resources such as soil and water. Additionally, 
Sustenance seeks to secure the health of people-consumers and workers-now and to fu­
ture generations. This is illustrated in the words of a conservationist (Group B), urban-
dweller (Group A), organic grocery retailer (Group A) and an environmentalist (Group 
A): 
Conserv So I don't think our land is being used in the country in a 
manner in which it will sustain itself or sustain the foodfor 
ourselves. 
Consumer From the consumer side the big thing would be safety as far 
as erwirormental hazards and also physical effects that it 
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would have on consumers which opens up a whole can of 
worms, I think, as far as long-term effects and short-term 
effects. 
We need to look for a system which protected the health of 
the consumers as well as one that did not pose a hazard to 
the workers in the field, applicators, or //te actualfarm 
worker or person who is actually harvesting the crops. It 
would also protect tin groundwater and help the soil condi­
tion and so forth. So those would all be the factors that 
would be most important to me. 
You have to think in terms of the soil. A hundred andfifty 
years of farming and two-thirds of the black soil is gone. 
What htqipens in another fifty years, which may be some of 
your lifetimes yet, and it could be the rest of it could be 
gone... I don't have a sntq)py answer but I do have a, I 
have a stake in what farmers do. I have a very definite sur­
vival stake in their survival. If they don't g^ ow the food, I 
die. If they poison the water, I die.. .So Ifuxve a stake in 
them growing food without poisoning the water. Now, as a 
taqxjyer, let's say I'm willing to pay for that. Grow the food 
without poisoning the water. I'm willing to pay you for 
it...Because what it would mean is, if he could earn a living. 
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if he works to save the water and the soil, which is in my 
best interest and I'm willing to pc^  him for it, collectively we 
should maybe all pay for it, and he's working at that and he 
grows the food and he saves it and he gets a hundred thou­
sand (hilar check firom our taxes because he did a good job 
with the soil and water, I think that's great! Because a hun­
dred and fiffy years down the road, my grandchildren are 
still going to be able to survive. 
The view of Sustenance was represented as &r-sighted. Although Sustenance ex­
pressed a concern for present safety of human and natural resources, they saw the gradual 
deterioration of resources with threatening implications for the future of life. The envi­
ronmentalist of Group A expressed a concern that agricultural planning needs to consider 
more than five years followed by the geologist, while making a humorous quip, also dis­
played a discrepancy of short-sightedness: 
Environ We've only been farming as a speciesfor about ten thousand 
years. Maybe there hasn't been time to evolve. You know, 
the hunter/gatherers had several million years to develop 
the bow and arrow and finally the gun. You know they were 
able to do it much quicker, more efficiently. But mc^ be we 
haven't evolved to the point that we can look ahecut That we 
can actually make plans for more than five years. If our 
species isn't capable of doing that. If we had a leader rise 
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up and folks, we have to think about the oil depletion. 
You know, who would listen to him? 
Geologist That's what you call one'term presidents! [laughter] 
The effects of short-sighted practices are not quickly remedied. An interaction 
between the geologist and crop consultant of Group A provides illustration: 
Geologist Wherever you have water that can be affected, if it has pre­
cipitation in it. If it has water that fell as precipitation in the 
last five decades, it has nitrate in it. And before the only 
time it did was because the wells were lined with brick and 
there was a hog lot or a cattle lot right there. Now it is be­
cause of explication of fertilizers aver the last forty years. 
And where you have the data, the two just climb together. 
Pong pause] 
Consultant Is it still rising or has it tapered off or is it going down? 
Geologist I would say the best irrformation that I htive seen suggests 
that nitrogen fertilizer applications have declined aboutfif­
teen percent on a per acre basis in Iowa in the last six years. 
But with the kind of climatic variability we see, we're not 
going to see a change. What we have probably seen there is 
that concBtion will not get any worse. It will slowly start to 
improve. Which is all anyone ever expected Cures don't 
happen overnight. 
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In the final analysis, the focal point of Sustenance was far-sighted and its merit system 
is simply life. Although individuals within System and Science argued that life is also a 
concern of theirs, it was noted that the primary measure of merit within System and Sci­
ence is money and discovery, respectively. 
Interactional relations of the svstem 
Once the elements of the system were defined, the interactional relations between 
System, Science and Sustenance within the stakeholder dialogue were examined. There 
was an apparent coalition between System and Sdence with Sustenance as the excluded 
third party. In &ct, this excerpt by the organic grocer of Group A depicts the suspicion 
that System and Science worked in concert with each other: 
...because obviousfyyou can see right off the bat that the system, 
the banks, the large, powerful, well-fimnced chemical companies 
arejuneb'ng the science and you can dam well bet they 're going to 
give them what they paid for in many cases. Now I know that's 
going to offend a bunch of scientists. Manyfeel that they are 
genuinefy researching, you know, scientific issues of merit in them­
selves, but I think that in mar^  cases science is right there stancUng 
right behind doing what the chemical company or the bank or 
whoever was going to be the bad guy doing whatever they tell them 
to do and they 're going to make it look good and put the right spin 
on it and stand up with the letters after their name. So, I'm a little, 
I mean I know there are scientists who are genuinely researching 
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issues, but I'm a little suspicious of science being a handmaiden to 
the mon^ . 
The criticisms that Sustenance repeatedly made of Science led to the question of the 
researcher to inquire if it is befitting for Science to serve as primary consultant to those 
making comprehensive decisions about the future based on extremely specific empirical 
data of the past. Sustenance was not willing to give this high-level trust to Science as 
noted in this interaction between an entomologist and an environment-fiiendly legislator: 
Legis I think what we're doing, it's a Jundemenbd difference of 
philosophy. And [Conservationist] and I and [Organic 
Farmer] are sitting on the bottom line. It's a fimdamental 
difference of philosophy in terms of do you trust science and 
technology and chemicals or do you not. And that's a bottom 
line difference in philosophy... 
Entom Yeah, that's probabfy about right. 
Legis ...andI'm reed skeptical. 
Option of a reorgapi»»tlnn nf the system 
Through the ^es of the &mily therapist, the researcher offered the participants a pos­
sible strategy to reorganize the interactional relations of the system. The researcher posed 
the following questions to the stakeholder groups; What role should Science play in the 
pest management dialogue? Should System play a different role? Are there different roles 
that Sustenance can play? The analysis of the answers to these questions led to an identi­
fication of the products of the various alliances. 
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According to the stakeholders, the leading product of the System/Science relationship 
was technology and there were no products of significance mentioned as resulting from 
the System/Sustenance and Sdence/Sustenance relationships (Figure 3). The solid line in 
Figure 3 represents the cutoff of Sustenance from the other two entities. The entomolo­
gist of Group B clarified the distinction between Science as discovery and technology as 
application of knowledge: 
Science and technology are really two different things... The goal 
of technology is application so, you know, there's more there than 
just discovering some facts. Scientists are also looking to why 
those things and saying haw can I use this knowledge, this basic 
knowledge, and learn to apply it...Science is thought not action, 
and technology is action. Technology is taking what we know 
about the natural world and applying that. 
Figure 3. Products of current relationships within the pest management dialogue. 
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A member of the media in Group A stated that technology is closely tied to System: 
/ think in a way technology is one of the forces that makes that 
System of money work. 
The entomologist in Group B stated that technology has made some very remarkable 
contributions to humanity; 
We ewe modif^ ng a natural s^tem in order to produce something. 
And we're never going to have to mt continually have some kind of 
irqmts into that system in order to make it work because we're 
modif^ g nature. That's what technology is. 
But others were not as impressed. The organic &rmer of Group B responded to the 
the entomologist's comments; 
You said something before, you said science is thought and not ac­
tion and that technology was action. And, I'll be honest, my natu­
ralfinish of that statement is, "and not t/mught" [laughter]. I'm 
serious, that's what I'm getting at here, which is, that we tend to 
use technology without looking at the broaekr implications which 
is the problem I have with technology. Not that it's bad. It's that 
we don't look at it within the broader system which is what we have 
to do to make it make senx. So that's the problem I have with it 
What would happen if an alliance was struck between System and Sustenance? 
Could System reap some of the same profitsd)le results as it does from their union with 
Science? How would this effect Science? These questions were presented to the focus 
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groups and received favorably as indicated by the urban-dweller of Group A who, inci­
dentally, is an engineer with an international corporation: 
I think it's a good idea but you have to come on some land of 
common ground. I believe at this point, the common ground may 
be science. Because I heard a lot of good thingsfrom the environ­
mental stane^ int that I thtrught was very sdentific. It tends to be 
a lot of where / would lean toward asfar as issues of stucfying the 
amount of erosion or the depletion of the soil, the topsoil, the vi­
tamin issue that [Grocery Retailer] brought up. A lot of these other 
things, to me, are very scientific. They carry a lot of weight. Itjust 
depends an what you want to look at. Both of those have to let go 
of their ideologies. You know, the system has to be willing to ac­
cept the other side and both of them have to accept one another. 
Notice that System and Sustenance were personified into entities that have to find ways to 
get along. 
The researcher further inquired about possible change in the relationships of the pest 
management dialogue. Science was offered as an excellent source of information but 
removed from the primary relational interaction. Figure 4 depicts the proposed 
arrangement with the solid line between System and Sustenance representing a primary 
relationship and the dashed line representing a secondary relationship whereby Science 
would serve as a consultant. It was proposed to the stakeholders that this new 
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arrangement could ''open space" for new information flows to emerge that ultimately 
could serve to stimulate innovative thinking. 
Members of the chemical manu&cturing company focus group positively entertained 
the idea of a System-Sustenance partnership to generate new pest management options. 
These executives included the Vice Presidents of the Disease Control Business Unit, 
Environmental Public Affiurs, Research and Development of Crop Protection, and 
Planning. Following is an excerpt of their reaction to the researcher's proposal: 
Disease But this group would be interestingjust to leant from. Like. 
if you were developing a product... 
Planning What would you develop? 
R&D Well that's basically the opening question. 
Disease And it would be interesting to see what they would desifffi. 
New configuration and flow of 
infonnation pattgqf ^ 
Figure 4. Possible reorganization of system interactional relations. 
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Planning Well, the interesting thing about what you 're doing is they 
leant more about each other's needs and understand each 
other, they start changing the way they view things. 
Disease Yeah, that would be interesting. 
Planning It's gotta be. 
Public But we do a lot of work with growers. 
Planning We don 7 (to it formally. We don't go out with the notion of 
a product cmcept, of using a group to develop a product 
concept. We have our product concept.. 
Public We do with growers. 
Disease Oh, no, with growers? We do with growers. 
Planning Whatdoyoudo? 
Public We go out with three or four differem options. You can't go 
out and say, if you were to do, but we go out with three or 
four different options. 
R&D Would this be attractive to you? 
Disease Yeah. 
Planning But see, that's exactly opposite of what I'm seying. You go 
out with the idea. What I'm saying is let the idea come 
from... 
Disease Well, we get thatfrom 'em, but if you do tfwtt, you 're there 
for usually a week. So we don't do that. 
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Planning Yeah, you 're right, we don't. 
The researcher further challenged the preceding discussion with the following 
questions. Wondering what prevents them from actually talking to the growers, learning 
from them, or allowing new ideas to emerge without first priming the discussion with a 
few options that probably inhibits creativity, the researcher probed further: 
R&D But you come back to the environmental groups which we've 
had difficulty in talking with... 
Public That particular group won't even return our plume calls. 
We've tried They don't, I don 7 want to spend a lot of my 
time trying to convince some of those people that they 're 
wrong or that they don't understand the nature of the busi­
ness. When their livelihood depends on them bashing our 
business, regardless of haw much information they do or do 
not have. 
Researcher But the way you Just worded that... 
Public It'sawaste of time. 
Researcher But, what you said was, I don't want to waste my time edu-
cating them on what's realty right. 
Public Or trying to. We 're trying to. 
Researcher Do you think that's maybe what keeps them from wanting to 
get together because that's what they expect? 
R&D In other words, it's not a give ami take. 
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Researcher You 're calling to talk to me, you 're calling to convince me. 
So do you reckon that... ? 
Public Is that bad? 
Researcher Well, I dan't know. They don't call you beak. 
The reactions to the idea of System/Sustenance alliance by the focus group members 
ranged from enthusiasm to guarded interest. For example, the policy-maker of Group B 
was intrigued by the idea: 
There is a potential to find some common ground too, which is im­
portant, because, you know, we 're talking about the polarization 
on one side here and the other side, but there is common ground 
that we can agree on and startfrom there. And I'll tell you, there 
is like, like this new revolution that is happening because I'm in­
volved in three projects where this is happening. And it'spretty 
phenomenal. 
The only mception to the idea was made by the rural sociologist who stated; 
Well, it's nice to say look for win-win solutions or look for the im­
portance of coalitions and many people argue that coalitions will 
become more important than special interest You know, that's a 
twenty year-old sort of literature in there and, quite honestly, it's 
pretty hard to find very many win-wins, because win-win solutions 
require compromise and many of the special interest groups, advo­
cacy groups, have really become social movements. 
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Logical Types Of Systems 
The word, system, or some derivation of it was used 335 times throughout the entire 
study. The word was used in numerous situations that were grouped into seven categories 
depicted in Tables 8-14. 
Table 8 displays the different applications of the word, system, as mentioned by the 
participants throughout the focus group discussions. There were many systems identified 
within the study. 
According to the stakeholder analysis, the mentioned systems were described to exist 
in different conditions as displayed in Table 9. Table 10 displays how systems were de­
scribed to be alive, adaptive and able to influence or be influenced by other entities. A 
heavy emphasis was placed on the need to "see" and "understand" systems (Table 11). In 
other words, there was a sense among some stakeholders that the resolution or &ilure of 
Table 8. Types of systems identified by the participants 
Agricultural system 
Agriculture system 
Alternative systems 
Biological moving 
system 
Biological systems 
California system 
Economic system 
Educational system 
Farming system 
Food system 
Human systems 
Money system 
Monocultural sys­
tems 
Natural system 
People system 
Just in time delivery Pest control system 
system 
Management system Rating system 
Mental health sys- Rotational grazing 
tems system 
School system 
Stable systems 
TMR ration system 
University system 
Water systems 
Weed system 
Well system 
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larger problems was contingent upon people's ability^ to see and understand things from a 
systemic perspective. 
Another categorical way that system was used is similar to that descnbed as "the 
System" in the previous discussion on the Triple-S (e.g.. System, Science, Sustenance) 
elements of the pest management dialogical system. That is, the system was the ominous 
entity that is stultified for its heartless control of presem practices. Phrases of the stake­
holders that exemplify this category are in Table 12. 
Table 9. Condition of system 
Broader system 
Closed systems 
Complete system 
Complex system 
Different systems 
Diverse systems 
Entire system 
Perfect system 
Status quo system 
Beat up systems 
Unstable system 
Very large system 
Table ID. Active systems 
System which protected the health of the consumers-
Chemicals are more of a correction to that system... 
The system that is alive out there somewhere... 
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Table II. Systems in cognitions 
Belief systems 
Consensus on systems 
Popular systems among people 
Systems perspective 
Systems talk 
Systems thinking 
Thinking systemicaUy or thinking in systems 
Understand systems 
We as a society, as a culture, aren't systemic thinkers 
Table 12. An organized society or situation frequently regarded as "the system" 
...but the system you are talking about is supported by the legislature and Iowa State 
research... 
...buy into the system... 
...expensive system... 
...have learned how to play the system... 
...hooked into the system... 
...I don't have a lot of trust or confidence in the system... 
...I don't think that system is sustainable any more than the communist system is sus­
tainable... 
...is the system supportive of that.. 
...know how to work the system... 
...money runs the system... 
...not all dairy farmers are buying into that system... 
...people in the system really don't give a damn... 
...that's the system, so go to your banker and borrow enough money... 
...the system is set up so that we dont talk about the conmion interests... 
...trusting the system... 
...we're dependent upon the system that seems to me has built-in uncertainty and inse­
curity... 
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On the other hand, systems were not necessarily a dominating force. Instead, they 
could be manipulated, crafted, changed or omitted as seen in Table 13. Finally, Table 14 
depicts the stakeholders' understanding of General Systems Theory with its fundamental 
notion of a group of interacting parts that form a unified whole. 
Education As Solution 
The most fi'equently offered solution to the pest management dilemma proposed by 
most of the stakeholders was education. However, those that were usually identified as 
needing to be educated were those identified as their opponents. The organic farmer of 
Group B stated: 
Table 13. Manipulation of system 
Built their complete system on trust 
Change a system 
Creating the system 
Design a system 
Design our systems 
Didn't have these chemicals in our system 
Disruption in the system 
Grapple with systemic problems 
IVe extracted myself fi'om the system 
Inputs into that system in order to make it woric because we're modifying nature. 
Jump out of the system 
Modifying a natural system 
Overcome the system 
Pushed that system 
Redesigning a system 
Restructure the system 
Something else has driven the system 
Tailor-made to that system 
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Org. fanner ..And there has to be some to make larger sense out of 
things. The only way I know haw to do it is to educate peo­
ple so that they understand systems and they understand 
relationships and we've only just begun to do that. Until 
we're succes^ l at doing that, we're not going to be able to 
make better sense of what goes on around us. 
The following statements of the conservationist (Group B) and an environmentalist 
(Group A) identify who they believe needs to be educated: 
Conserv ...So I think we need to give, an education has to be in the 
legislature, has to be with the farmer, the bankers. 
Table 14. The whole and its parts 
Checks and balances in the system 
Does not look at the entire system 
Familiar with the rest of the system 
Focus on our piece of the system 
Other parts of the system 
People's various roles in the system 
Pieces of this system 
Putting it back into the system 
Sows always nurse their young and that's part of the system 
The system isn't an integrated system 
There was all kinds of inter-reactions, reactions, between systems 
We dont look at the system in a more complete way 
What's going on within a system 
Whole systems 
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Environ I get tired of alwc^ s hearing about educating farmers, edu-
cating farmers. It always falls on their back to do this but 
there are a lot of other people that need to get into this edu­
cation component. The user, the consumer, and I think, quite 
firankfy, the corporate forces, the financialforces... 
While tiying to support the organic market, the produce purchaser for a large grocery 
corporation stated the difScul^ he has had when he has tried to offer organic produce 
with a market whose education is incomplete; 
Retail But the consumers, yeah they all tcdk it, they want organic 
produce, they want stuff that's safe to eat, but right now, arui 
I feel it's due to a lack of edutxttion, they are not willing to 
pcy the price to get it Until we get more consumers that are 
willing to do that, and support it, it's going to have a hard 
time getting off its feet and get going. 
The call for education did not only come from Sustenance stakeholders. The 
entomologist of Group B agreed that education would lead to greater tolerance of pests: 
And getting back to education, for students to understand this, if 
people understand this a little bit more, that they do have a place, 
an ecological place, then we can tend to tolerate [pests] a little 
more. 
! 
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The System also agreed that education could lessen the fear occasionally experienced 
by the general population. One way to reduce the fear, as reported by the chemical 
manufacturing scientist in Group B, is to inform people of the vast amount of care that 
goes into the testing of the various chemicals: 
And as your concern is, am I getting all kinds of residues on my 
fruit, we're doing thousands and thousands in hours, arulyears of 
testing before that piece offivit is treated with that pesticide... We 
haven't communicated to [the urban-dwelling consumer] that tfrnt 
foodissqfe. It is more dangerous for IKT to put gasoline in her car 
than to eat twelve tons of apples treated with Alar. But that never 
got across. 
A corporate executive in charge of planning for a major chemical manu&cturing company 
believed that people need to be informed on the costs and benefits of chemical usage: 
And I think, [executive of environmental public affiurs], you said it 
well earlier, it's education. If people understood people, then 
they'dsee that it isn't good or bad, it's degrees. I mean you gotta 
se^  an environmentalist has more concern about nothing but the 
environment than we do becaux we see it differently than they do. 
We clearly do. We see that, yeah, every now and then we can't lie 
and sity that a spill in an ocean is not going to have some detri­
mental effect on fish. It is. But to never have that spill in there 
costs you so much on the other end in terms of what [executive of 
environmental public affairs] said, you've got to hand hoe weeds, 
your production level goes down to about half of what it is today. 
Half to feed, the food costs will triple. So there's so many benefits 
on the other end that you take the risk of having that possibility of 
some negative effect of one event an the environment. The emi-
ronmentcdists don 7 see it that way at all 
This executive further appUed the issue of education to the Triple-S (i.e.. System, Sci­
ence, Sustenance) of the pest management dialogue; 
Thox people [referring to Science] have different interests in 
learning and obviously have different motivations. The last group 
[referring to Sustenance] is not so interested in learning as they are 
in teaching. The second group [referring to Science] is probably 
more interested in learning because it's in their best interests but 
that's to pacify both groups on both sides. It's tUfficult as 
[executive of environmental public afiairs] said, I mean, haw much 
money and time do we spend in trying to educate people. You 
know, our interest is their interest. We don't have any interest in 
harming anyone. 
Their existed a consensus among most stakeholders that education was the obvious 
response to their problem. However, there also existed a sense of acquiesence among the 
stakeholders that this generation could not be reached, in spite of the best attempts. The 
researcher inquired why the corporate executives felt education does not work; 
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Researcher So what prevents resolution of this problem ? What's pre­
venting people from hearing your story? 
Public Not enough money to get the story out there. 
Planning Plus, as you said before, people have to want to hear it... 
R&D That's right 
Public Yes. 
Planning ... They have to want to listen and be attentive. It's an on and 
off thing. You know, all of a sudden when you tmar Alar hit 
the newspapers, your level goes up. And then you have a 
long pause before you're interested again. 
Public You lose a few years of time. 
Planning Haw many people care involved in agriculture today in the 
whole U.S. 7 So it's not like it was in the fifties andforties 
and thirties where predominantly it was people related, 
could relate to it. 
R&D It's like the headlines. You can picture atrazine found in 
seventy-two percent of the wells in the MidbMest. Now, for us, 
we can't use that same number of words to get the truth 
back up there. And that's what we were talking about ear­
lier. You've got to just generate pounds of irrformation to 
get to that. And some people like [executive of environ-
mental public affairs] are good at that, if you get the right 
person to listen to that. So what is the significance of that? 
Researcher When you do have a captive auttience and you present the 
truth to them and they've got it in their hand, what tends to 
happen after that? 
Public Well, tf it'son audience ofag broadcasters, some of them 
deliver the message out that they gathered from that session. 
If it 'sgjrade school kids, you hope they retain some of that 
as they go through life. If it's a group of California De­
partment of Food and Agriculture government people, 
maybe tlxy 'II incorporate that into their daily life. Farmers, 
I think hang on to some of that. It just depends on the audi­
ence and what they do. If it'sjust people off the street, they 
probably don 7 remember very long. I dunno. 
In the last statement. Public suggested that "school kids" should be educated. It 
consistent among the other stakeholders that the next generation should be educated at 
young age. The organic firmer in Group A said; 
The fundamenudproblem seems to he then that we don't make 
people think in long term. The educational systems don't work that 
way. Ifwe need to change something, it's that. If you want to ad­
dress the problem at a fundamental level, that's where I would ad­
dress it. We have to teach people, teach agricultural students that 
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there is more to agriculture than maximum yields. The concept is 
teaching in whole s^terns. 
Additionally, the produce purchaser for a grocery store chain put it this way: 
I think it all comes bmk to education. We have to do more starting 
in the classrooms, even in junior high and high school, in educat­
ing the young kids going into adulthood on what to expect, how to 
organically grow better produce, and let 'em realize you are not 
going to get the yields off an organic field that you would off one 
which uses chemiccds. Which goes back to how can you afford to 
make a living whenycm're only getting ten bushels an acre yield 
instead of forty bushels an acre. 
He further supported his claim with the following: 
But as a whole in a retail outlet like [Name], in one of our combi­
nation stores or bigger stores...the biggest tcnms it goes over in 
are college tawns...because I feel th(^  kids are educated and 
know the difference and are willing to pay the cUfference to support 
aprogram like thai. I think then when you get awcty from that, the 
education isn't there otynun-e. For the most part, no, it doem't 
have the support of the consumers. 
The chemical manu&cturing executives of environmental public a£^s and research 
and development for crop protection stated: 
I 
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Public The industry keeps trying to come up with some things. You 
know they 've got the Benny Broccoli Story now that they 're 
putting out in the school ^ sterns. Just trying to educate kids 
a little bit about agriculture and gartiening and pests. 
R&D Right. 
Upon hearing the discussion of education, the sociologist from the Reflecting Team 
skeptically wondered if education is not merely an attempt to recruit people into the 
viewpoint of the teacher: 
Yeah, or it's education as I see the world.. What is education and 
what's the content of that and what's the consequences of that? We 
have some end^ int in mind and the enc^ int is kind of perpetu­
ating the view that I have. 
This comment by the sociologist was fed back to the executives of the chemical manufac­
turing company. The executive of environmental public a£&irs said the following: 
Public ...So it comes dawn to education. And you sorted out educa­
tion as either education or, what was the other word? You 're 
either trying to educede 'em... 
Therapist Recruitment? 
Public ...or recruiting. That's what education is, it's recruiting. I 
wouldn't say that one excludes the other there. 
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It should be noted that the media was frequently indicted as a source of information 
that &ils to report the "true" story. The stakeholder in Group A who represented the print 
media said: 
An imporkmt thing for media is to he usefitl in term of educcrting 
as many pet^ le as possible... That's, I think, we should be expected 
to do that-educate. 
Education was the best remedy the stakeholders could produce to reduce the 
concision and misinformation regarding pest management, however, few were optimistic 
of this option. Subsequent to reviewing the first session of Group B, the sociologist from 
the Reflecting Team observed that perhaps the problem is not merely the result of 
confused cognitions, rather, it is the result of a self-serving culture: 
...And there were a lot of things there that at one point I thought 
we were having a discussion on the reflections of a hedonistic so­
ciety. And because I think in many w< s^ that is what our society is, 
and therefore it makes it realty difficult to change course and do 
things when the interest is on the self rather than on the collectiv­
ity. And I see that more and more and notjust in food, in the food 
realm and agriculture realm, but in all a^ cts of our culture. 
The concept of self-interest was also echoed in Group A by the urban-dwelling 
consumer: 
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Consumer And whatever drives convenience, whether it be greed or the 
fast pace of life or whatever it is, I'm not sure where all that 
comesfirom. 
After some discussion. Group A concluded that money is what drives convenience. As a 
result, the curiosiQr of the environmentalist created a pivotal point in the dialogue of the 
group: 
Environ The question is, why do people live like that? 
Researcher Live like what, [Environ].^ 
Environ WhcU is t/K self-gratification, tfK good life? Why is it neces­
sary that we have the good life? The immediate self-
gratification of everything that we want all rolled immedi­
ately into it. 
Consumer In a word, I'd sqy self And I'd Joy this comes dawn to the 
hunum condition which is land of a spiritual thing; the 
premise that man is basicalfy good I don't necessarily buy 
that. I think we have good de^ es and thin^ , but there is a 
thing called self that tends to get exalted above all things. 
We tend to do that. And it's not until you become selfless or 
start to see a long term investment in the kind of the good of 
the whole versus the good of yourself You're not going to be 
willing to do that. And I think our society over the past 
years, especially over the eighties decade, in general, was a 
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very selfish society. And I think we're starting to see the 
benefits of what that's got us; a bunch of junk. We're reap-
ingwhat we've sowed. Now we've got a lot of things that 
have been set in motion. I believe that farmers are probably 
typically and from a historical standpoint, probably some of 
the most conscientious people, some of the most patient 
people, and realty care about being good stewards of the 
land, literally. But we've evolved into a society that where 
technology has taken over and convenience is pushed. And 
they're getting pushedfaster andfaster. And yet, everyone 
wants a piece of the American dream. Everyone wants a 
good life. In order to survive, you've got to go to some of 
these things. Now we're at a crossroads. 
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CHAPTER V. DISCUSSION 
Participant Selection 
bi retrospect, it appeared that the stakeholder selection was fairly consistent with the 
dialogue. However, it was noted that two stakeholder groups had not been identified; 
bankers and corporate stockholders. Bankers were considered stingy keepers of the purse 
strings for those fanners wanting to try unconventional practices. Executives of a chemical 
manufacturing company identified the desire for profit by corporate stockholders as a 
constraining factor for them. It would have been extremely valid to gain and integrate the 
thoughts and perspectives of bankers and stockholders into the stakeholder dialogue. 
Dualism And Tripie>S 
Inconsistencies of opinion, arising from changes of circumstances, are often jus­
tifiable. 
—Daniel Webster, Speech, Vol. v, p. 187 
E)ebate is defined as discussion, dispute, consideration or deliberation where both 
sides are presented (Random House College Dictionary, 1984; italics not included). The 
word, both, conjures images of two opposing sides. At first glance, the "debate" within 
the issue of pest management also appeared to have a dualistic appearance; those who 
support the use of chemicals and those who are against it 
The dualistic view is not without its fimction to individuals since it enables a person 
to compartmentalize a complex issue into two sides that guides his or her thoughts and 
subsequent speech. Although an individual's cognitive tension is relieved, the overall dis­
cussion is constricted and reduced to a dualized debate. Family therapists search for new 
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descriptions that can be used to intervene and move the process of the problematic system 
forward. 
Although people tend to compartmentalize problems into two sides of their thinking 
and speech, Bowen (1976) argues that the smallest and most stable social system is the 
mangle. The triangle has definite relational patterns. A triangle consists of a comfortable 
and close relationship between two persons with a less comfortable outsider. This two-
person system, or dyad, forms a coalition at the expense of the third person (Minuchin, 
1974). The dyad seeks to preserve the close lelationship while the third person seeks to 
form a togetherness with either person of the dyad. 
The most common strategy utilized by the third person to get into the relationship is 
to attack either member of the dyad. This is attempted by many means such as speaking 
pejorative of the others' competence. These attempts by the third person threaten the 
closeness of the people in the dyad that only strengthens their closeness and further 
distances them from the third person. Numerous illustrations of this phenomenon 
occurred within the stakeholder discussion on pest management 
Social systems contain innumerable interlocking triangles Qrpically unseen to its 
members (Minuchin, 1974). The reorganization of the Triple-S demonstrates how 
triangles can be observed in the pesticide debate and how the therapist can re-introduce, 
or reframe, the dynamic of a system. This action opens space for people to see the 
situation differently. In turn, this lessens the stranglehold on the system and allows change 
to occur. This was openly observable during the focus groups. 
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The System became a dominant story in the stakeholder narrative and the disenfran­
chised with the image of extreme poweriessness at the hands of some ominous, faceless 
entity. The source of poweriessness left many of the stakeholders with their abject hands 
in the air muttering something about how "City Hall cannot be beat" This source of 
disempowerment was often ascribed the one-size-fits-all alias: "The System." 
The System became a jargon word that thrives within any environment that believes 
that there are the have's and the have-not's. The regime has the money and makes the 
decisions; it is the seedbed of power and control. In moments of sheepish glory, an ex­
acted revenge was to hurl derogatory statements about the System while holding no illu­
sion of actually hitting the target Meanwhile, identified members of the System (e.g., the 
corporate executives of the chemical manufacturing corporation) identified that they, too, 
have to answer to the larger system of stockholders. 
Science also took a lot of hits in this study. Science holds a great deal of prestige in 
society and typically provides the "official language" for settling disputes. Science is used 
to assure safety of agricultural practices before corporations can put a new innovation into 
production. In the present study, when future projections of the innovation's safety were 
called into question by Sustenance, it was incumbent on the accuser to "prove it" by using 
scientific means. Obviously, the accuser was usually unable to provide evidence for the ar­
gument because there existed no data from the future. As a consequence in contemporary 
society, when Science is called to settle the dispute, quality of life issues espoused by 
Sustenance are acknowledged but usually dismissed. 
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The proposed alliance of System and Sustenance with Science as consultant was met 
widi optimism by the participants. However, one of the greatest constraints to the process 
of change is to assist people to allow new information into their sodally constructed 
realities. While some can grasp new ideas by assuming a stance of curiosi^, others have 
difficulty seeing beyond their own experience, as was evidenced in the discussion that the 
researcher had with die chemical executive. 
Additionally, when the lestructiued Triple-S was introduced, the sociologist assumed 
that the researcher was introducing a strategy popularized in some of the contemporary 
quali^ assurance literature. The therapeutic intervention did not seek to establish a win-
win, compromise, or even solutions to the interactive problems. It merely sought to 
understand the stuck system, introduce new information through questions, comments or 
strategic interventions that would elicit new knowledge from the stakeholders and the 
inherent dynamic processes. 
The newly ascribed role of Science as consultant would require a paradigm shift of 
current thinking among stakeholders. If this is to occur, the time is ripe for that transition. 
This is the postmodern era where the voice of all authoritative institutions have been or 
are being deconstructed. The input of science is no longer automatically believed as 
"truth." Rather, it is just another voice at the table of civic discussion. Scientists can 
provide insight based on what they have historically recognized through the varying modes 
of inquiry, but since social reali^ is under continual construction, their information may 
already be obsolete and irrelevant at the point of delivery. It is important for stakeholder 
dialogue to include the voice of science since they, too, have a stake in the discussion. 
s 
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As a consultant to the System/Sustenance relationship. Science can offer suggestions 
based on empirically discovered patterns, theoretical offerings of phenomena and opinions 
that have developed over extended periods of time. This invited inclusion of Science 
differs from the attempted isolation that Sustenance has perceived in the former coalition 
of System/Sustenance. 
Systems: Confusion Of Logical Types 
So naturalists observe, a flea has smaller fleas that on him prey; 
And these have smaller still to bite 'em, and so proceed ad infinitum. 
And the greatfleas themselves, in turn, have greater fleas to go on; 
While these again have greater still, and greater still, and so on. 
—Jonathan Swift, Poetry, A Rhapsody 
The word, system, first appeared in 1603, but the currently celebrated meaning was 
developed amid the investigation of Norbert Weiner (1948) with people of many disci­
plines (e.g., mathematics, medicine, physiology, psychology, anthropology, economics, 
anatomy, engineering, neurophysiology, sociology). Inspired by his work with antiaircraft 
guns during World War n, Weiner developed the theory that compared machines with 
Uving organisms. This was investigated to provide an understanding and control of com­
plex systems. Ludwig von Bertalanffy (1968) published similar work from Vienna based 
on "general systems theory" in the 1950s. 
The concept of systems fashionably permeates much of contemporary dialogue in 
academic and professional circles. The stakeholder focus groups were no exception. 
Within the dialogue, a confusion over levels of analysis became clear. The stakeholders of 
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Science were very familiar with systems notions, particularly biological and ecological 
systems. Sustenance stakeholders were the defenders of systems thinking from a more in­
clusive scale. While the scientists freely discussed the ecosystems inherent and immedi­
ately related to crops and livestock, the Sustenance stakeholders spoke of systems on a 
global scale, in particular, the present and future well-being of people as cited by the or­
ganic farmer in Group B; 
IVe don't really, in talking about prevention, we don't look at the 
system in a more complete way and that is what I want to see done 
more of. Look at all the pieces of the system and I guess if I had to 
pick one concern I have about current agriculture, the design of 
our current agriculture system, in many ways it leaves people out 
of the equation. That's why you see abandoned farmsteads and ru­
ral communities not being as viable as they once were because 
they are not a part, it looks tome as if the social aspect of agricul­
ture is not considered as part of our design systems. 
Sustenance frequently expressed with great exasperation the lack of systemic thinking 
evidenced by short-sighted decision-makers. In doing so, they became selective of who 
and what was considered as part of the system. They neglected the fact that there were 
people also in the dialogue with competing needs and desires (e.g., manufacturing, 
banking, government). They cannot simply be dismissed from the system just because 
they are identified as an enemy to their cause. 
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Clearly the notion of systems would come as second nature to Sustenance 
stakeholders due to their strong ecological proclivities. Sustenance is obviously not 
against food production, however they desire production to be done with as little 
disturbance to the balance of nature as possible. The dominant practice of agriculture 
represents a massive invasion to that balance. To make matters worse, when the primary 
motivation of the invasion is financial gain, a System advocate is customarily seen as a 
covetous foe. Obviously, this adversarial dismissal is not limited to Sustenance 
stakeholders. 
Education 
Only the refined and delicate pleasures that come from research and education 
can build up barriers between different ranks. 
—^Madame De Stael, Bk. ix, Ch. I 
There loomed an ironic similarity of stakeholder opinion of how to solve the problem 
of pest management Education was the only solution offered by the stakeholders, 
however, many expressed pessimism of its potential effect For many of the stakeholders, 
the sorry problem that maintained the tension in the pest management dialogue was that 
people outside of the stakeholder's circle simply lacked a "complete" understanding. 
The notion of the hedonism of mankind was introduced into both stakeholder groups. 
Although the notion was introduced by the consumer in the first round of Group A, 
interestingly, there was no dissension to the consumer's chilling comment The obvious 
lack of response and/or resolution to the "selfish human condition" remained ever-present 
throughout the rest of the second and third sessions. 
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Note To Sustainable Innovators 
A "confusion of facts" is the typical offering used to explain the lack of consensus 
between parties of any issue. The interpretation of the "facts" may be a part of the prob­
lem, however the main energy source of most arguments is an attempt to maintain a con­
gruence with personal values. Most people value being right while having an emotional 
allergy to being wrong. After two hours of heated argument, how often have a husband 
and wife looted blankly at each other while trying to figure out what they have been 
fighting about? 
That personal preference is a source of conflict may appear painfully oversimplified, 
but there is certainly more at stake during an argument than facts. K" this were not so, why 
do people display an emotional response (e.g., anger, embarrassment, insecurity) when 
their "facts" are challenged? A preponderance of statements made by stakeholders in any 
discussion are inspired by the beliefs and values of each stakeholder. 
Statements like "I have kids too!" stand out against the myriad of attempted claims to 
objective fact that pervade the discussion of pest management This statement was a re­
sponse to the claimed paradox between pesticide use and care for future generations. In 
fact, this statement was made by a corporate executive of an international chemical 
manufacturing firm during a focus group to be discussed in this section. These statements 
of value typify the dialogue that occurs when people who have a stake in pesticide usage 
and/or sustainable agriculture encounter each other. 
input toward an innovation is gained only from the customer, the likelihood of un­
foreseen problems is greatly enhanced. Some innovators have recognized this but opt to 
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avoid the hassle of contending with stakeholders that are unfriendly to their ways. It is 
imperative that the delivery of a sustainable innovation requires input from all stakeholders 
that surround the issue. 
Stakeholder input is acquired in numerous ways, increasingly through the use of focus 
groups. There are some problems typically incurred by using traditional focus group 
methods. The first problem is that most of the critical information flow during a focus 
group is lost, thereby defeating much of the potential for the process. Second, facilitation 
often lacks the skills to discern the toxic dynamics of the dialogue and the ability to navi­
gate the group through those dynamics. Third, focus groups usually do not gain a so-
ciocultural description of the various stakeholder groups. In the unlikelihood that a focus 
group concems itself with the aforementioned issues, the fourth problem is a lack of so­
phisticated means to manage the inherent complexity of information. The fifth problem 
typical to focus groups is a lack of accountability of the innovation to the stakeholders. In 
other words, can an innovator maintain integrity to very "sofi '^ information provided by 
the stakeholders while innovating with objective and quantifiable compounds within an 
environment that requires very "hard" descriptions? 
In response to the multiple problems, family therapy offers a creative method of 
interfacing the complexity of sociocultural systems with the complexity of the product 
development systems. The researcher has attempted to demonstrate the utility, rigor and 
integrity of this method, albeit, with a small and incomplete sample. When it comes to the 
development of a sustainable innovation that considers all stakeholders, it is imperative 
that the innovator gain a bird's eye perspective from the highest level possible. This large 
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scale perspective allows the innovator to see the breadth of the system that includes the 
economic concerns of System, utilizes the discoveries of Science and limits the threat of 
nature's balance as described by Sustenance. 
The iimovator must not ignore anything but must also avoid being seduced by 
stakeholder eloquence. If the innovator draws value judgements on which needs and 
desires are more relevant or noble than another, the ignored need will emerge at a later 
and more costly stage in the development of the innovation. Once the needs and desires 
have been identified, defined and understood in terms of importance, the innovator is in a 
better position to satisfy not only the needs of the customer, but also those of stakeholders 
related to the problem space. 
Family Therapist As Researdi Instmnieiit 
As discussed in Chapter 1, this study sought to observe the experience of a family 
therapist in a large and conflicted system. Likewise, Chapter 2 discussed the researcher as 
instrument, and in the case of this study, the instrument was epistemologically and 
practically a family therapist Consequendy, the family therapist as researcher openly 
sought, not only to identify and understand the problems inherent to the system, but also 
provide an interventive voice into the narrative of pest management 
The therapeutic intervention of the researcher into the pest management narrative was 
threefold. First, the fact that the multiple stakeholders convened in a room together where 
they could hear and be heard by their "enemy** was expressly unique to most of the 
stakeholders. The concept was welcomed by most of the participants as they were being 
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recruited for participation and when they were being debriefed at the end of their 
participation. 
Second, the questioning strategies were designed to elicit information as in traditional 
focus group style, but the probing questions of the researcher had the qualitites of a 
therapist That is, the researcher occasionally counter-responded to stakeholders with 
questions designed to challenge or upset the balances of the narrative. An example of this 
was exemplified in the researcher's response to the intent of the corporate executive to 
"educate" the environmental group. 
The third intervention of the researcher into the pest management narrative was 
similar to the attempts that therapists make at reorganizing a family system. Once the 
Triple-S of System, Science and Sustenance was identified, the idea was offered to break 
the coalition between System and Science and to create a working alliance between 
System and Sustenance with Science as a consultant Additionally, the confused levels of 
analysis of "systems" was identified for the stakeholders to respond. Hnally, the dominant 
story that education is the panacea to all problems was identified and the stakeholders 
were then required to contend with this. 
j 
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CHAPTER VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The primary goal of this study was to gain an understanding of the human interaction 
that occurs when stakeholders of pest management interact through the eyes of a family 
therapist A search for sustainable business opportunities for pest management was the 
secondary goal of the smdy, although it was never expected to be fiilly achieved. This 
study attempted to take a step toward addressing issues relevant to the pest management 
dialogue. 
If input toward new innovation is only gained from the customer, the likelihood of 
unforeseen problems is greatly enhanced. Some innovators have recognized this but opt 
to avoid the hassle of contending with stakeholders that are unfriendly to their ways. The 
delivery of a sustainable innovation requires input from all the stakeholders that surround 
the issue although this is no easy task. Stakeholder input is acquired in numerous ways, 
typically through the use of focus groups. The use of a family therapist as an option for 
acquiring information within a conflicted system has been offered as a possibility. 
Three ninety-minute sessions with two heterogeneous groups of stakeholders was 
certainly not enough time to fully understand their needs of the industry and design a 
product The process is not complete and would require further iterations between the 
stakeholders and innovators. On the other hand, the study gleaned an improved sociocul-
tural understanding of this difficult issue that could be extremely useful for planning the 
next iteration. 
The Triple-S description of System, Science and Sustenance provides an improved 
and more accurate view of the pest management dialogue than does the dualized descrip-
I 
•* 
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don of "us versus them." It was noted that each of the three parts operate from vastly 
different paradigms, motivations and incentives. A coalition between System and Science 
tends to limit Sustenance from participating in the development of new technologies, and 
therefore, new paradigms of farming practices. System and Sustenance should further 
cultivate relationships-with assistance from Science when necessary-that could lead to a 
greater satisfaction of all stakeholders. 
Although systems talk is currently en vogue, people tend to set their boundary around 
diverse problem spaces and on different scales while indicting others of not being sys­
temic. This creates problems on a level as elementary as conmiunication and definition. 
As a result, if ideas of other stakeholders are dissimilar, they are in peril of being fore­
closed upon. When designing a sustainable innovation, all stakeholders of the system do 
not need to fully imderstand the macrosystem. As long as the needs, desires and para­
digms of stakeholders ate truly considered by the innovator, the larger system will have a 
greater chance of being represented. 
Has education proven to be the universal remedy for all that befalls mankind? Edu­
cation provides information on what to think and how to think, but it has its limitations on 
how people choose to behave. It is at the moral crossroads that socie^ discovers that it 
has been grappling with problems that have been poorly posed; that the substance that gets 
dragged to the debates is incomplete. It must be remembered that providing food and fi­
ber in a sustainable way is a difficult problem replete with manifest paradoxes: develop­
ment or harm, personal need or care for others. It is worth remembering the axiom that 
states that unless a grain of wheat falls to the ground and dies, it caimot bring forth fruit 
! 
Ill 
What do the stakeholders bring to the table of discussion? What is refused to let die? 
What fruit has it borne? What potential has been lost? 
The discussion of pest management is very volatile with such high stakes content as 
food, water, soil and wealth. It is possible for society to demonstrate a nobility of princi­
pled reasoning and consequent consensus, but the political underbelly of mankind becomes 
grossly apparent when it comes down to practice. When policy creation is attempted or 
decisions of practice are required, truth is oftentimes confused with preference. Pride, 
covetousness, constricted thinking and one's intoxication with personal agenda confounds 
any process toward the common good. 
Given this situation, an approach is required that can transcend even social move­
ments and common causes; an approach that recognizes the inherent human complexity. 
The pesticide industry is ripe for the development of sustainable products, but this can 
only be achieved if it dares to find a way that is responsive to the multiple stakeholders. 
The achievement is contingent on the ability to incorporate the often ignored and ever-
present source of all human complexity-per^omi/ values. 
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APPENDIX: CONSENT FORMS 
Informed Consent Statement 
(Central Iowa Version) 
The Department of Human Development and Family Studies and the Iowa State Univer­
sity Family Therapy Clinic supports the protection of human subjects participating in re­
search studies. The following is provided so that you can decide whether you wish to 
participate in the present study to be used as a part of a doctoral dissertation and training 
materials. You should be awaie that even if you agiee to participate, you are free to with­
draw at any time. 
The purposes of this study are to improve the processes of discussion regarding difficult 
issues and to generate ideas that will benefit those involved in food production and con­
sumption. Participation in the study may provide you a sense that you have had input into 
tactics of improved dialogue and improved safe and efficient food production. You may 
also gain greater insight into the nature of the dilemma of pest, weed, and fungus man­
agement 
There are no anticipated physical, psychological, social, legal, professional, or economic 
risks or discomforts. However, the potential exists for discomfort that sometimes accom­
panies social interaction. We therefore request your consent to ask you questions during 
your involvement in three, two-hour focus group sessions. 
Your participation in this smdy is solicited, but strictly voluntary. Please do not hesitate 
to ask any questions about the study. ConfidentialiQr will be strictly followed and your 
name or place of employ will not be associated in any way with the research findings. 
your cooperation is greatly appreciated. If you have nay further questions regarding yoiu* 
participation in this study or if you wish to have a copy of the results sent to you at the 
conclusion of the study, please call Mr. Michael Mayhew at 515/733-4599 or Dr. Harvey 
Joanning at 515/294-5215. 
Signature of Participant Date 
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Informed Consent Statement 
(Eastern Iowa Version) 
The Department of Human Development and Family Studies and the Iowa State Univer-
siQr Family Therapy Clinic supports the protection of human subjects participating in re­
search studies. The following is provided so that you can decide whether you wish to 
participate in the present study to be used as a part of a doctoral dissertation and training 
materials. You should be aware that even if you agree to participate, you are free to with­
draw at any time. 
The purposes of this study are to improve the processes of discussion regarding difficult 
issues and to generate ideas that will benefit those involved in food production and con­
sumption. Participation in the study may provide you a sense that you have had input into 
tactics of improved dialogue and improved safe and efficient food production. You may 
also gain greater insight into the nature of the dilemma of pest, weed, and fungus man­
agement 
There are no anticipated physical, psychological, social, legal, professional, or economic 
risks or discomforts. However, the potential exists for discomfort that sometimes accom­
panies social interaction. We therefore request your consent to ask you questions during 
your involvement in three, 90-minute focus group sessions. 
Your participation in this study is solicited, but strictly voluntary. Please do not hesitate 
to ask any questions about the study. Confidentiality will be strictly followed and your 
name or place of employ will not be associated in any way with the research findings. 
your cooperation is gready appreciated. If you have nay further questions regarding your 
participation in this study or if you wish to have a copy of the results sent to you at the 
conclusion of the study, please call Mr. Michael Mayhew at 515/733-4599 or Dr. Harvey 
Joanning at 515/294-5215. 
Signature of Participant Date 
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Infonned Consent Statement 
(Corporate Executive Version) 
The Department of Human Development and Family Studies and the Iowa State Univer­
sity^ Family Ther^y Clinic supports the protection of human subjects participating in re­
search studies. The following is provided so that you can decide whether you wish to 
participate in the present study to be used as a part of a doctoral dissertation and training 
materials. You should be awaie that even if you agree to participate, you are to with­
draw at any time. 
The purposes of this study are to improve the processes of discussion regarding difficult 
issues and to generate ideas that will benefit those involved in food production and con­
sumption. Participation in the study may provide you a sense that you have had input into 
tactics of improved dialogue and improved safe and efficient food production. You may 
also gain greater insight into the nature of the dilemma of pest, weed, and fungus man­
agement 
There ate no anticipated physical, psychological, social, legal, professional, or economic 
risks or discomforts. However, the potential exists for discomfort that sometimes accom­
panies social interaction. We therefore request your consent to ask you questions during 
your involvement in a two hour focus group session. 
Your participation in this study is solicited, but strictly voluntary. Please do not hesitate 
to ask any questions about the study. Confidentiality will be strictly followed and your 
name or place of employ will not be associated in any way with the research findings. 
your cooperation is greatly appreciated. If you have nay further questions regarding your 
participation in this study or if you wish to have a copy of the results sent to you at the 
conclusion of the study, please call Mr. Michael Mayhew at 515/733-4599 or Dr. Harvey 
Joanning at 515/294-5215. 
Signature of Participant Date 
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Permission To Audiotape/Videotape Form 
Iowa State University Family Therapy Clinic 
In order to better serve those who are involved in negotiations of food production prac­
tices as well as other sensitive issues, the focus group sessions will be audiotaped and/or 
videotaped. The audiotapes/videotapes will be kept strictly confidential and will be used 
only with the written permission of the participant Portions of the videotapes may be 
used for instructional purposes in the methods of research, information gathering, or 
group facilitation. 
I give permission to Mr. Michael Mayhew and the Iowa State University Marriage and 
Family Therapy Clinic to use portions of audiotape and/or videotape recordings of the fo­
cus group session in which I participated. I understand that a condition of this consent is 
that great care will be taken to maintain the respect and dignity of my opinions and repu­
tation. I also understand that my name and professional affiliation will be held confiden­
tial. 
Signature of Participant Date 
Signature of Wimess Date 
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